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Making A World of Difference

Licensed and bonded financial specialists in family support
collection and location of missing parents and children.

Visit Us Online at:

www.childsupport.com
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Case Management Systems
Software professionals providing outstanding service and support to EAP organizations in over 40 states and around the world.
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Medcomp Software's Caseware Xpress
is an economically priced, easy to learn
case management solution for both In-
ternal and External EAPs. Caseware
Xpress utilizes many of the high quality
features found in the more extensive
EA,P Caseware 24/20.
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Never-Ending Challenges
by John Maynard, Ph.D., CEAP

ocial workers, counselors,
psychologists, psychiatrists,
researchers, union members,

recovering substance abusers, chap-
lains—people from many back-
grounds and interests are employee
assistance professionals. This diversity

enriches our profession, but it also
makes it difficult to define EA profes-
sionals and the competencies they

need to master. Similarly, the rise of

managed care programs, the availabili-
ty of telephone- and Internet-based
services, and the development of

work/life programs have prompted

discussion about what constitutes an

EAP and how EA programs can

demonstrate excellence in their service
delivery and administration.

Fifteen years ago, EAPA led a bold
effort to address some of these issues

by developing a certification creden-

tial for EA professionals and establish-

ing an independent body to oversee

the credentialing process. To earn the

credential as a certified employee
assistance professional, or CEAP, can-

didates must meet one of two sets of

requirements for education, work

experience, professional development,
and advisement and pass a written

examination.

A second credentialing process,

licensure, confers a legal right to prac-
tice aprofession within a political

boundary. In the United States, only

two states, North Carolina and

Tennessee, currently license employee

assistance professionals, though licen-
sure proposals have been floated in

others. Licensure, like certification,

confers recognition upon an individ-

ual, and EAPA's model licensure law

builds upon the CEAP credential to

help increase its visibility and value.
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Without question, the certification
credential has helped define, in the
eyes of the professional and business
communities, the unique set of skills
and knowledge that employee assis-
tance professionals bring to their
work. Certification, however, recog-

nizes individual achievement. The mar-

ketplace increasingly is asking for a

way to distinguish effective and.legiti-

mate employee assistance programs,
designed and operated in a way that
will contribute to overall workforce
health and performance.

Evaluating employee assistance
programs is the function of a different

type of credentialing process, accredi-

tation. Several years ago, EAPA seri-

ously considered taking an active role
in supporting and participating in an

accreditation process, as it did with

certification. At that time, however,

the EAPA Board of Directors decided

not to pursue this goal. But the market

demand is still there, and today two

organizations, CARF (the Rehabili-

tation Accreditation Commission) and

EASNA (the Employee Assistance

Society of North America) are con-

ducting EAP accreditation programs.

Certification, accreditation, and

licensure represent three different

approaches to two common goals:
raising the level of professionalism and

encouraging excellence in employee

assistance. In this issue of the EAPA

Exchange, we look at some of the fac-

tors affecting these goals and discuss

how the EA field is responding to

them, both within and outside the

United. States. The articles make clear

that although,we have developed cre-

dentialing processes and materials to

support them, defining .employee

assistance and encouraging and recog-

nizing excellence within it are never-

ending challenges.
And speaking of challenges: This

issue also provides several perspectives
on the relationship between employee
assistance and workplace chaplaincy
programs. With talk of faith-based
solutions to societal problems becom-
ing more popular in Washington,
these articles are a timely contribution
to the discussion. ~
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Su ndown M Ranch
Established 1968

The oldest residential alcohol and drug addiction treatment center in the state of Washington

Our Motto
"TH E

PATIENT
IS THE REASON
WE ARE HERE"

Our Costs
Our costs are the most reason-
able in the nation. A 21-day
inpatientADULT stay is $3045
or $145 per day. A 28-day
inpatient ADOLESCENT stay
is $5180 or $185 per day. These
prices include psychiatric and
medical consultation, family
counseling and family room
and board. Treatment is
covered by most insurances/
managed health care.

Our Experience
Sundown M Ranch has been
in operation since March
1968.Over 60,000 adults and
adolescents afflicted with the
disease of alcoholism and
drug addiction have been led
back to sober, productive
lives by our dedicated, well-
trained professional staff.



Passionate About Our
Profession and Association
by Linda L. Sturdivant, CEAP

s I travel to chapter and
regional meetings—and lately
I've traveled a lot, to Albany,

N.Y., Charlotte, N.C., Charlottesville,
Va., Indianapolis, Ind., and Sydney,
Australia—I am struck by the enthusi-
asm and commitment of EAPA mem-
bers. Each chapter and region has a
different personality, a different "feel,"
but one thing they all have in com-
mon is members who are passionate
about their profession. and very direct
about what they want and need from
their professional association.

What members want most, judg-
ing from what I hear at meetings, is
for EAPA to fulfill the first two goals
of its strategic plan: (1) help members
worldwide be more effective in their
jobs, and (2) demonstrate the value
and utility of employee assistance. I'm
pleased to report that we are making
progress in both areas: We're estab-
lishing aProfessional Development
Institute within the association (staffed
by a new position, the director of edu-
cation and training), devising a mar-
keting and development plan that
focuses on industry promotion, and
seeking partners to support our
research objectives.

We also are preparing to conduct
a "State of the Worleforce" survey of
EAPA members that will serve (among
other things) as a blueprint for future
program and resource development.
The survey is an opportunity for
members to participate directly in the
strategic plan, and the survey results
will make a useful tool for promoting
employee assistance and EAPs.

Another step EAPA is taking to
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fulfill its strategic goals is planning its
2001 Annual Conference, to be held
Oct. 28-31 in Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada. The conference
will feature more than 50 presenta-
tions on topics ranging from integrat-
ing EAPs and wellness programs to
benchmarking EAPs to measuring the
effectiveness of workplace counseling.
Prior to the Annual Conference, the
EAPA Professional Development
Institute will present training sessions
on as many as eight topics, including
conflict resolution, computer technol-
ogy and EAPs, and diversity.

These and other initiatives are evi-
dence of the renewed dedication of
the Board of Directors and EAPA staff
to serving members and providing
them with the knowledge and materi-
als to perform their jobs effectively.
EAPA members now have more rea-
sons than ever to feel passionate about
their profession and their professional
association.

Consensus on Labor Issues

That passion for employee assistance
and EAPA was very much in evidence
the weekend of May 18-19, when the
Board of Directors gathered in
Baltimore for its spring meeting. Prior
to the meeting, the Board met with
representatives of EAPAs labor con-
stituency to discuss several issues,
including the association's governance
structure and the provision of staff
support to meet labor's needs. With
the help of John Hooks, a former vice
president of EAPA, the Board and
union members held an open and
frank discussion that produced con-

sensus on the following items:
• A request that the Board of

Directors establish a task force to
examine the governance structure
of the association

• An understanding that a staff posi-
tion to serve labor and other EAPA
constituencies was included in the
FY 2001-2002 budget proposal

• An understanding of the neutral
role of the Board of Directors with
respect to external efforts to union-
ize the EAPA staff
Following this discussion, the

Board of Directors held its spring
meeting and took actions to support
the consensus items:
1. The Board approved the appoint-

ment of a task force to propose a
restructuring of the Board and its
decision-making procedures.

2. The Board approved the FY 2001-
2002 budget, which incorporates
the staff position of Member
Services Manager—Labor and
Other Constituency Groups.

3. The Board agreed that it would
remain neutral with respect to any
efforts to unionize the EAPA staff.
I believe that by taking these

steps, the Board has demonstrated its
commitment to resolving issues that
have prevented the membership from
moving forward on matters of mutual
interest. I hope we can now work
together as employee assistance pro-
fessionals to define our profession,
serve members' needs, and restore
trust and respect. The workplace and
workforce are changing, and only by
uniting behind common goals can we
hope to meet our own needs and

www.eap-association.org



those of the employers and employees
we serve.

Two New Chapters

More and more, these employers and
employees are in Europe, Asia, and
other regions of the world. At our
spring meeting, the Board of Directors
approved two new chapters, in Ireland
and Puerto Rico, bringing to nine the
number of EAPA chapters outside the
United States. I ask all EAPA members
to join me in welcoming our col-
leagues from Ireland and Puerto Rico
into our association, and I look for-
ward to meeting them (perhaps at our
Annual Conference in October) and
learning how EAPA can best serve
them.

The setting of our Annual
Conference—Vancouver, British
Columbia, on Canada's Pacific coast—
symbolizes EAPAs professional and
cultural diversity. We share a common
cause, but we pursue it in different
ways at different workplaces in differ-
ent countries. Join me in Vancouver
this fall as we celebrate our similarities
and differences and renew our passion
for our profession and association. D
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ON HER PROJECTS AT WORK?

Introducing a new employee benefit that helps
working caregivers get back to work.

Caring for a loved one is afull-time job. Unfortunately, millions of people have to do it

and still go to work. And that takes a lot out of a person. And out of a company.

Employees who struggle to balance theirjobs and caregiving responsibilities cost U.S.

businesses more than $29 billion a year in absenteeism,turnover and decreased productivity.

But we're about to change all of that. We're Boomerang and we have the only EAP

designed specifically for working caregivers. With our Family Caregiver Support Program,

we'll guide your employees through the confusing maze of services, programs and resources

available to them. That way, they can focus on business again.

And through increased productivity, Boomerang yields a $5 return for every $1 spent.

For your company, thaYs a great investment. And for your employees, you can't put a price

on getting their lives back in order.

For more information and a free copy of "Measuring the Impact of Caregiving in
the Labor Force: Employers' Perspective;' call 954-428-1458 or visit our Web site
at www.askboomerang.com.

BOOM ERANGTM
'~ When caring comes full circle'

www.askboomera ng.com
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would like to respond to Linda
Sturdivant's "President's Message"
in the March/April EAPA Exchange,

in which she wisely recognizes the
need for EAPA to collaborate with
employee assistance-related
organizations.

I am not an EA professional; I am
a vocational rehabilitation (VR) coun-
selor who recognizes that the industry
of rehabilitation is closely related to
employee assistance. The goal of VR is
to assist individuals with disabilities in
obtaining meaningful employment.
Being able to obtain (and maintain)
meaningful employment is often what
makes the difference between success-
ful and unsuccessful rehabilitation.

When I first became aware of
employee assistance and EAPA, the
relationship with VR seemed only too
obvious: VR can help individuals with
disabilities obtain employment, while
employee assistance can help those
individuals maintain employment by
assisting them with issues that can
cost them their jobs.

As a working example of the rela-
tionship between employee assistance
and VR, consider my employer, the
Education and Assistance Corporation
(EAC). EAC, a nonprofit agency, was
awarded a grant to develop a job
retention program to assist former
recipients of public assistance. The
program, WorkNet Services, has a staff
of three: a program director, a voca-
tional case manager, and an EA pro-
fessional.

It seems only natural that there
will be more collaborations of this

type in the future, for several reasons.

First, as the demand for labor contin-

ues to increase, employers will hire
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Strategic Alliances Require
Examining Relationship s

more individuals with disabilities.
Second, welfare reform will put many
individuals back into the workforce.
Third, "Ticket to Work" and
"Workforce Improvement Act" legisla-
tion will return or introduce thou-
sands of individuals with disabilities
to the workforce. Fourth, the Internet
will allow many disabled individuals
to participate in work from their
homes.

One needn't go further than
www.ergoweb.com to learn more
about the incidence of disabling con-
ditions that are sustained each day at
worksites across the United States. As
employers seek new ways to cut costs,
impetus is growing to return as many
of the disabled to work as possible. A
collaboration between employee assis-
tance and VR will be necessary
because VR will continue to help dis-
abled individuals return to employ-
ment, and because rehabilitation
counselors have the working knowl-
edge of disabilities that EA profession-
als will need to help these individuals
maximize work performance and thus
maintain employment.

Not only is such collaboration
necessary, it is also feasible. For exam-
ple, there are EAPA chapters in New
York and many rehabilitation organi-
zations with chapters in New York.
These include Advocacy for the
Vocational Rehabilitation of Alcoholics
and Substance Abusers (AVRASA), the
Occupational Injury Prevention and
Rehabilitation Society (OIPRS), the
New York State Rehabilitation
Association (NYSRA), and the
International Association of
Rehabilitation Professionals (IARP), all
of which can be found on the World

Wide Web.
The first step in forming any col-

laboration is for each partner to learn
more about the other. Researching a
Web site is an inexpensive and con-
venient way to learn; another way is to
attend a chapter meeting. I encourage
EA professionals to do both and devel-
op apositive partnership for the bene-
fit of disabled workers.

Darren K. Flomberg, M.S.Ed.
Sayville, New York

EMPLOYEE
ASSISTANCE

PROFESSIONAL

Arlington, Va. Public Schools

seeks ahalf-time Employee

Assistance Professional to

provide services for school

system and county government

employees and their families.

Reports directly to Director,

Dodie Gill. Prefer CEAP, master's

level, license. EAP experience.

Salary: $23,801-$34,301.

Complete job description available

at www. arlington, k 12, va. us.

Send letter of interest, three

reference letters to. Personnel,

Arlington Public Schools, 1426 N.

Quincy St., Arlington, VA 22207.

Fax: (703) 228-6188.
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New f rR i r m nts o APseuee
Revisions to the Department of Transportation's

drug- and alcohol-testing rules will require substance
abuse professionals_ to understand how their

function relates to others.
by Sheila Macdonald

he U.S. Department of Transportation has issued
long-promised revisions to its 1994 drug- and
alcohol-testing rules, which are designed to pro-
vide for the safety of the traveling public and trans-

portation employees. The rules apply to roughly 8.5 million
transportation workers in safety-sensitive positions and more
than 675,000 employers and have been highly successful in
reducing the incidence of positive alcohol and drug tests, from
the 15 percent range to 1 or 2 percent.

After six years of experience with the rules, the
Transportation Department decided to refine them by propos-
ing substantial changes that both employers and those who
provide required services under the rules ("service agents") will
need to understand in order to carry out their responsibilities.
Service agents affected by the rules changes include laborato-
ries, medical review officers (MROs), substance abuse profes-
sionals (SAPs), collectors, breath alcohol technicians (BATS),
screening test technicians (STTs), and consortia and third-party
administrators (C/TPAs).

Publication of Rules

The revised rules and related guidelines are being issued in
three stages. The first stage, which revises and amends the
basic rule (49 Code of Federal Regulations Part 40), was pub-
lished in the Federal Register on Dec. 19, 2000.

In the second stage, DOT's six operating administra-
tions—the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA), Federal Transit Administration
(FTA), Research and Special Projects Administration (RSPA),
and U.S. Coast Guard (USCG)—will publish mode-specific
rules that will bring each into line with Part 40 and make other
changes. Preliminary modal rules were published in the
Federal Register on Apr. 30, 2001, with a comment deadline of
June 16.

The third stage will feature the publication of updated
guidelines for SAPS and MROs, plus revised curriculum out-
lines for BATS and STTs. These materials will encompass
changes to both Part 40 and the modal rules. Final versions of

Sheila Macdonald is director of legislation and public policy at EAPA,
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the second- and third-stage rules should be available by Aug.
1, 2001, the rule's general effective date.

In clarifying, restructuring, and amending Part 40, DOT
made the rules more accessible and understandable to those
who must implement them. The rules are now divided into 18
subparts with six appendices, and the language has been sim-
plified. The rules are presented in aquestion-and-answer for-
mat that focuses on actions to be taken by employers and serv-
ice agents. Roles are delineated, procedures are made more
specific, and options are spelled out.

DOT's new requirements for training and information
make clear that all parties are expected to know not only their
own roles, but also how their functions relate to others. No
longer will SAPS or ClTPAs be allowed to focus solely on their
own specialty; instead, they will have to know about major
policy changes, have a working knowledge of the rules as a
whole, and recognize variations that remain among modal
rules. Beyond this, service agents will have to know specific
requirements for the mode or modes to be served.

DOT also wants all service agents, including SAPs, to rec-
ognize the fairness and integrity of the testing process and test-
ing results. To ensure that tests are fair and results are accurate
and confidential, the department has tightened collection pro-
cedures, increased training requirements, and established addi-
tional protections for individual rights. DOT makes clear that
its rules, procedures, and requirements are to be kept separate
from any other testing requirements that might be imposed
upon employees. The new rules, like the old, are complex,
nuanced, and need to be read and understood within the con-
text of the whole. The following section summarizes the major
rules changes; the ensuing section briefly describes revised
procedural and training requirements for SAPS. The
July/August EAPA Exchange will carry a more complete analy-
sis of the procedures and training requirements. Readers
should refer to Part 40, the modal rules, and the updated
guidelines to gain a full understanding of their meaning and
application to safety-sensitive employees.

Part 40 Rules Changes

The term "stand-down" refers to an employer practice of tem-
porarily removing an employee from safety-sensitive duty after

www.eap-association, org



a confirmed positive drug test has been received but before an
MRO completes verification. The practice raises issues of indi-
vidual privacy versus potential safety matters. After reviewing
comments, DOT took an "in-between" position of prohibiting
stand-downs as used in the past but allowing employers to
apply for waivers to enable them to use stand-downs under
certain conditions.

The new rules establish a public interest exclusion (PIE) to
hold persons and organizations that provide drug- and alcohol-
testing services accountable for serious noncompliance with
Part 40. The PIE process includes long-established procedural
safeguards to ensure fairness to all service agents. If imposed, a
PIE would direct DOT-regulated employers not to use a speci-
fied service agent for a period of time. After that period had
passed, and if the service agent met certain requirements, the
PIE would be removed and the agent reinstated.

The new rules also tighten and clarify procedures regard-
ing urine sample collection to include the following:
• Increased collector training to reduce errors in the drug-

testing process
• Enhanced collection process security
• Use of DOT forms for DOT processes only
• Detailed outlines of the collection process to ensure test

accuracy and maximize individual privacy
• Specific time frames for tests, lab shipments, and trans-

mission of information to MROs and employers
• Mandated split-specimen collection requirements for all

modes
• Mandated direct observation when re-collection is

required for verified positive, adulterated, or substituted
tests

• Mandated validity testing and allowances for both split
specimens and MRO review in cases of adulteration or
substitution

Among other changes, DOT clarified the information a
C/i'PA may transfer to employers in the rule's Appendix F and
dropped its service agent contracts requirements because com-
pliance with DOT rules is already a requirement of law The
department also continued the existing prohibition on MRO
transfer of positive test information to a third-party employer
unless consent is obtained from the employee. To address pos-
sible safety concerns, employers are rec{uired to check safety-
sensitive employees' past employment records. Finally, DOT
codified previously issued guidance to prevent MRO/laborato-
ry conflicts of interest and clarified the return-to-duty-process
(the part of the rules that particularly concern SAPs) as sum-
marized below

Return-to-Duty Procedures

Under the rules, six categories of professionals, including certi-
fied or licensed employee assistance professionals, are eligible
to be SAPS if otherwise qualified. Before the original rules were
published in 1994, EAPA worked with DOT to ensure that
licensed or certified EA professionals would be eligible to
become SAPS. It is estimated that the majority of SAPS have
come from the ranks of licensed and certified EA professionals,

who are ideally trained and experienced to carry out the criti-
cal SAP responsibilities of assessment, referral, evaluation, and
follow-up.

All SAPS must now become familiar with new procedures
and undergo mandatory training requirements as provided by
Subpart O of Part 40. Following are brief descriptions of these
procedures and requirements:

Employers still have the options of returning an employee
who violates DOT rules to asafety-sensitive job, removing the
employee from that type of position, or terminating employ-

It is estimated that the majority of
SAPs have come f rom the ranks of
licensed and certified EA professionals,
who are ideally trained and experi-
enced to carry out the critical SAP
responsibilities.

ment, but if they intend to return an employee to a safety-sen-
sitive position, they are required to first refer that employee to
a SAP. SAPS, on the other hand, no longer have the option of
returning such an employee to asafety-sensitive position with-
out either education or treatment. A SAP is now required to
refer all who are assessed to education and/or treatment.

A SAP continues to be required to prescribe the minimum
number of follow-up tests—at least six within the first 12
months—when an employee returns to work. The rules clarify
that a SAP must give a written follow-up plan to the employer
or designated employer representative. If an employee changes
jobs during the follow-up process and he or she is continuing
in asafety-sensitive position, the SAP's original follow-up test-
ing plan tracks the employee and must be completed.

The new rules clarify that SAPS, not employers, are
responsible for monitoring aftercare. The preamble to the rules
states, "SAPS have the obligation to make recommendations for
aftercare where they believe such assistance is needed."
Employees are obligated to comply with these recommenda-
tions; employees who fail to do so may be subject to other
employer sanctions. The employer is allowed discretion in see-
ing that aftercare recommendations are met, which could
include making them part of return-to-duty agreements or
requiring oversight by an employee assistance program (EAP).

An employee who violates the drug- and alcohol-testing
rules must successfully complete the return-to-duty process.
The employee will have to meet the SAP's follow-up testing
plan and aftercare monitoring recommendations, along with
any .other stipulations. If an employee fails to complete the
return-to-duty process, decisions about termination are left to
the employer or the labor-management negotiation process. A
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labor-management negotiator cannot order an employer to
return an employee to asafety-sensitive position if the employ-
ee does not meet all of the return-to-duty requirements.

SAP Eligibility, Qualification, and Training

Because of the skills required to assess and refer employees and
make recommendations about returning them to work under
DOT's rules for safety-sensitive employees, a SAP must meet
specific eligibility requirements and have the experience, train-
ing, and in-depth understanding of the rules to carry out the
tasks involved.

To ensure SAPS are qualified, DOT has established excen-
sive new training and exam requirements. LEAPS, CEAPs, and
other professionals who already are providing SAP services, as
well as those who are interested in doing so in the future, must
pay close attention to these new requirements if they are to
remain (or qualify to become) SAPS.

Under both the old and new rules, SAPS are required to
have the following credentials and experience:

Credentials A SAP must be a licensed medical doctor or
osteopath, licensed or certified employee assistance profession-
al; licensed or certified psychologist, or licensed or certified
social worker. Alcohol and drug counselors must earn certifi-
cation by the National Association of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Counselors (NAADAC) or the International Certification
Reciprocity Commission (ICRC)/Alcohol and Drug
Counselors.

Experience A SAP must "be knowledgeable about and have
clinical experience in the diagnosis and treatment of alcohol-
and controlled substances-related disorders." The new rules
have the following knowledge, training, exam, and continuing
education requirements:

Knowledge SAPS must "be knowledgeable about the SAP func-
tion as it relates to employer interests in safety-sensitive duties"
and "be knowledgeable about [49 CFR Part 40] , the DOT
agency regulations applicable to the employers for whom [a
SAP evaluates] employees, and the DOT SAP Guidelines
[revised guidelines to be issued by Aug. 1, 2001], and ... keep
current on any changes to these materials."

Training Current and aspiring SAPS must receive "qualification
training" that provides instruction on the following subjects:
• Background, rationale for, and coverage of DOT's drug-

and alcohol-testing program;
• 49 CFR Part 40 and DOT's drug- and alcohol-testing rules;
• Key DOT alcohol-testing requirements, including the test-

ing process, the role of BATS and STTs, and problems in
alcohol tests;

• Key DOT drug-testing requirements, including collec-

tions, laboratory testing, MRO review, and problems in

drug testing;
• SAP qualifications and prohibitions;
• The role of the SAP in the return-to-duty process, includ-

ing the initial employee evaluation, referrals for education
and/or treatment, the follow-up evaluation, continuing
treatment recommendations, and follow-up testing;
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SAP consultation and communication with employers,
MROs, and treatment providers;
Reporting and record-keeping requirements; and
Issues that SAPS confront in carrying out their duties

under the program.

Exam The revised rules require that current and aspiring SAPS,
after receiving a "qualification training," must satisfactorily

complete an examination administered by a nationally recog-
nized professional or training organization. The exam must
cover all the elements of qualification training listed in the
rules.

Continuing education The new rules stipulate that SAPS, in
order to remain qualified, must complete 12 hours of "contin-
uingeducation" on DOT rules—including rules changes, inter-
pretations, new technologies, and other information pertinent
to SAPS—within three years from the date they satisfactorily
complete their qualification exam. The continuing education
must include an evaluation that shows understanding of the
information covered and that can be documented.

Documentation SAPS must maintain their own documents
that show employers, C/TPAs, and others who might request
their services that they currently meet the prevailing eligibility,
experience, training/continuing education, and exam/assess-
ment requirements.

Employee assistance professionals who are SAPS or become
SAPS before Dec. 31, 2003, must meet the qualification training
requirement before Dec. 31, 2003. Those who become a SAP on
or after Jan. 1, 2004, must meet the qualification training~exam
requirement before providing SAP services.

EAPA's Training Role

As a national organization, EAPA will provide SAP qualification
trainings and continuing education trainings on an ongoing
basis throughout North America. EAPA has conducted SAP
trainings over the past five years and has the expertise to pro-
vide the comprehensive SAP trainings. EAPA also is in the
process of becoming a "nationally recognized professional
organization" that will provide an exam and documentable
assessment tool for SAP trainings. The association will publish
an all-inclusive SAP/DOT training resource book and provide
information brochures on modal requirements and updated
rule information packets to accompany its trainings.

EAPA presented the first parts of a SAP qualification train-
ing in February; the remaining parts of the training will be
offered when additional rules are published. EAPA expects to
schedule six more DOT/SAP qualification trainings by March
2002. The dates for the first trainings are Oct. 26-27 in
Vancouver, Canada, prior to EAPAS Annual Conference. For
more information, check EAPt~ Web site or call the Education
and Training Department at (703) 387-1000 ext. 306.

A first DOT information packet is available from the EAPA
Resource Center. The July-August issue of the EAPA Exchange
will carry a more detailed description of the new SAP proce-
dures and information about how SAPS interface with employ-
ers and other service providers. Q
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Spirituality
in the
Workplace

In the first four months of his presiden-
cy, few of George W. Bush's proposals
have generated as much controversy as
his decision to establish the Office of
raith-Based and Community Initiatives.
Critics have complained that this move
blurs, if noe completely erases, the line
between church and state and injeces
religion into areas of life from which it
should remain distinct.

Such criticisms ignore the fact that
spiritual and religious beliefs are not eas-
ily comparunentalized; [hey shape atti-
tudes toward, and actions in, all aspects
and spheres of daily life. Recent polls
have shown, for example, that six in 10
Americans feel religion is "very impor-
tane" in their lives and even more (63
percent) say religion can answer all or
most of today's problems, including
those thaC intrude upon, or arise in,
the workplace.

Increasingly, employers and
employees are turning to workplace
chaplains co address these concerns,
ranging fiom marital or family problems
ro job stress to end-of-life issues. The
chaplains may be direct providers of
workplace services or they may contract
with organizations such as Marleetplace
Ministries, a Texas firm that delivers
faith-Uased assistance to more than 200
employers in 32 states.

With workplace chaplaincy becom-
ing more common, the EAPA Exchange
asked three chaplains (one an EAPA
member) co discuss how employee assis-
tance and chaplaincy programs can best
work together to serve the needs of
employers and employees. Their
thoughts lay the groundwork for further
inquiry into the role that spirituality
plays in the workplace of today and
the future.

www.eap-association.org

Three Streams of
Cor orate Cha laincp p v

As c~orporate~ chaplaincy has grown
in ~opu~arity, ~~ has ev~~ve~d into

diffe~re~nt forms of practice
that present different challenges
and o~~ortunities to EAPs.

by Diana C. Dale, D.Min., LMFT, A.AC

inistry to worleers in their places of employment
has long been a feature of the American business
landscape, dating Uack to colonial times and per-
severing through the labor struggles of the 19th

and 20th centuries. Contemporary workplace ministry came
into its own with the hiring of field chaplains by LeTourneau,
a construction company, to attend to the needs of the thou-
sands of men building the Hoover Dam in the 1920s. After the
dam was completed and the encampments were closed down,
LeTourneau hired more chaplains for its manufacturing plants
and expanded its workplace chaplaincy program, which
included strong attention to employee counseling.

Following World War II, several corporations hired chap-
lains—many of whom had served in the armed forces—to pro-
vide counseling and related services to servicemen entering (or
returning to) civilian employment. Some of these workplace
services, which went by such names as industrial chaplaincy
and pastoral counseling, became co-mingled with corporate
Alcoholics Anonymous programs and the developing employ-
ee assistance concept; in other cases, the corporate chaplain
worked side by side with the Human Resources Department.
Within some companies, the title of the Chaplaincy
Department changed over time to, for instance, Employee
Counseling, as the employee population became more multi-
cultural.

In the mid-1980s, as corporations began to shed workers
and restructure themselves, the progressive outsourcing of var-
ious business functions prompted industrial chaplains to re-
evaluate their traditional presence within companies as full-
time employees and consider contracting their services to

Diana Dale is treasurer of the EAPA Houston (Tex) Chapter and co-author
of Ethical Dilemmas in Workplace Counseling; A Casebook. She is presi-
dent of the Worklife Institute in Houston and also serves as executive
director of the National Institute of Business &Industrial Chaplains (NIBIC).
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employers. Since then, an increasing variety of external chap-
laincyprograms have been marketing themselves to employers,
offering employee assistance services that include a spiritual—
and, in some cases, areligious—component.

Thirteen years ago, the national director of the Australian
Industrial Mission conducted research on the state of industri-

One of the main advantages of

having chaplains serve the workplace,
either formally or informally, is that
they can encourage employees to
be open to using the EAP.

al chaplaincy in the United States and estimated that some
4,000 people were engaged in full- or part-time workplace
ministry, either in paid or volunteer capacities. While no reli-
able figures are available today, industrial chaplaincy programs
certainly are more visible than ever before. Having left employ-
ers' offices and become external providers, workplace chap-
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laincy providers have begun marketing their services on the
Internet and through other media and thus have become more
easily identifiable.

Likewise, as employee wellness programs have grown in
popularity and greater emphasis has been placed on defining

and refining corporate values, more attention has been paid to
the spirituality of work. At the same time, efforts by some reli-

gious denominations to increase their outreach to the

"unchurched" has encouraged renewed entrepreneurial activi-
ty among some chaplaincy providers, whose literature reflects
a dual focus of evangelism (and even proselytizing activities) in
tandem with pastoral care and counseling services.

Three Streams

As corporate chaplaincy has grown in popularity, it has evolved
into three main streams of practice. The stream that is most
closely allied with the employee assistance movement is com-
posed of clinically trained clergy, most commonly with a mas-
ter of divinity degree and often with other advanced degrees
along with clinical pastoral education or other supervision. In
addition, many of these clergy hold mental health licenses,
have earned credentials in critical incident stress management,
mediation, and outplacement, and have participated in various
corporate training programs.

These individuals are screened and endorsed by their own
denominations and faith groups, but follow codes of ethics that
prohibit violation of religious boundaries. In general, they see
their mission as enhancing the spiritual quality of work. They
tend to belong to one or more of the national professional pas-
toral care groups, such as the National Institute of Business and
Industrial Chaplains (NIBIC) or the American Association of
Pastoral Counselors (AAPC), as well as to professional organi-
zations such as EAPA, the Society for Human Resource
Management, the American Association for Marriage and
Family Therapy, and so on.

Some of these individuals work in EAPs or as EA consult-
ants; others have developed provider centers, which contract
with employers to provide broad EA services and consult on
such areas as change management, conflict resolution, and
career transition. Many are active members of EAPA and have
been since the organization's inception. A colleague once relat-
ed to me that some 25 percent of his peers in the EAP
Roundtable had been to seminary and were ordained clergy.
Employee assistance program management had become, for
them, a direct outgrowth of their original service commitment.

The second stream comprises evangelistic organizations. A
majority of their members are not trained in industrial chap-
laincy or counseling (although some are); they may or may not
be ordained or endorsed. Member chaplains typically are asked
to subscribe to and sign a particular doctrinal statement and are
paid by the hour by their organization. Few of these individu-
als belong to "secular" professional organizations or even inter-
faith pastoral care professional organizations.

In addition to providing pastoral care to employees, some
of these organizations also state in their literature that they "dis-
ciple" employees. In the 1990s, the marketing materials of
many of these organizations mirrored those of mainstream
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EAPs, and they competed directly with EAPs for contracts.
Recently, some of the language regarding the services and cre-
dentials of these providers has had to be modified: References
to "counseling," for example, have been replaced with language
stating that chaplains engage in "pastoral conversations" and
listening ministries.

The third stream is union chaplaincy programs, the largest
of which is operated by the United Auto Workers. Union chap-
lains generally are required to be members of the union and be
approved by the union leadership.

At present, the majority of union chaplains do not have
advanced degrees or professional pastoral care training, though
the UAW does conduct an annual conference that has a train-
ing component. Most of these chaplains retain their day-to-day
work responsibilities and volunteer their spiritual support to
employees who are in need but have been reluctant to use the
EAP or other forms of assistance.

Comforting Image

One of the main advantages of having chaplains serve the
workplace, either formally or informally, is that they can
encourage employees to be open to using the EAP. Public opin-
ion polls consistently have shown that. people in need tend to
seek out a minister, priest, rabbi, imam, or other religious rep-
resentative, and many are familiar with the comforting image of
a military or hospital chaplain. Chaplains are trusted both for
their care and for their commitment to ensuring confidentiali-
ty, and these qualities enhance utilization rates.

1S•l■-1a_

Another benefit is that clinically credentialed chaplains are
trained to be organizationally savvy, are holistic and interdisci-
plinary in their approach, and are geared to work in teams and
draw on multiple resources. They also have training and expe-
rience in dealing with grief, loss, and trauma, and can help
employees integrate their own spiritual resources into solutions
to the issues at hand.

Some chaplains, unfortunately, lack the proper training
and supervision and may face a role conflict in the provision of
workplace services. Chaplains with little or no professional

training or continuing education in the services they provide

are doing a gross disservice to employees, who deserve the best.

Poorly trained providers also tend to overstate the services they

are competent to provide, yet often are reluctant to refer.

In addition, if a chaplain is uncomfortable with the cul-

tural and/or religious diversity of the workforce or is pursuing

an agenda thae he or she has not fully disclosed to the employ-
er, it increases the risk of creating an uncomfortable (if not
openly hostile) work environment, not to mention liability for
charges of religious harassment.

How can EA professionals provide traditional EA services
and also meet the spiritual needs of employees? EA profession-
als ought to continue their own professional and spiritual
growth and also become conversant with the "spirituality-in-
the-workplace" genre of literature and conferences. EA profes-
sionals also should seek out colleagues who have ministerial
backgrounds and team up with them to provide services. Q
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D r win 0 ut th i rita g e p
Addressing the spiritual needs of employees is
a critical step in resolving personal issues and

enhancing workplace productivity.
by Rev Ann L. Rosewall, M.Diu

nalisa came into my office tentatively. A single
mother of two children, she recently took her
mother into her home to care for her during radi-
ation treatments for a brain tumor. Analisa's co-

worker was laid off last week, so Analisa now has sole respon-
sibility for quality control of pain medications utilized in our
facility, and government inspectors are due to arrive in two
days. Today her 10-year-old daughter called her from home,
saying her mother's pain was uncontrollable. Analisa begins to
cry in my arms, wondering why God is punishing her.

What goes through my mind are visions of applications
for FMLA leave, a referral to a home health agency so she can
concentrate on her tasks without worrying about the needs of
those at home, and maybe even a time management seminar to
teach how to balance the responsibilities of work and home. I
have an EAP business card within reach. But first I attend to
her primary need.

Analisa needs spiritual support.

Theological Roadblocks

It is clear that Analisa's theology is one roadblock to solving her
problems. She believes she has done something in her life that
merits punishment, that she is being punished through illness
and pain, and that her work (ensuring the quality of pain med-
ication) has no value in addressing her utmost concern: reliev-
ing the physical pain of her mother.

While medicine usually can assuage pain, there are no
remedies for suffering, and Analisa unquestionably is suffering.
When she starts with the premise that she is being punished by
an outside entity (an omnipotent one at that), she starts from a
compromised position. Analisa is helpless and vulnerable, and
she cannot identify any intrinsic value within her situation.
Getting help at home, time off from work, or a more flexible

Ann Rosewall is director of the Pastoral Care
Department at North Austin Medical Center,
Austin, Tex. She is a certified chaplain with the
Association of Professional Chaplains and an
adjunct faculty member at the Austin
Presbyterian Theological Seminary.
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schedule will not address the underlying loss of a foundation
for her spiritual strength.

Analisa is experiencing a crisis, an experience that is dis-
abling her at work. Complete healing or recovery from any
such crisis must incorporate a spiritual component. Spirituality
is, by its very nature, a vague concept: It is that which gives
strength and meaning to an individual's life. But what "that" is
can differ significantly from one person to the next.

For example, spirituality may be a belief in an all-power-
ful God in heaven who bestows grace and strength when need-
ed. It may be what some call "gumption," a force from within
that enables a person to carry on in the midst of difficulty. It
may be a connection with a life force beyond the individual, a
transcendent reality that reminds us we are not all that there is
in creation. Or it may be a practice of prayer, meditation, ritu-
al, or praise that brings peace and energy. Then again, spiritu-
ality may be adherence to a particular religious rite, such as
saying the Rosary, offering daily prayer to Allah, or bringing a
sacrifice to the temple.

As Analisa sits crying in my office, I gently reflect her
words back upon her. "God is punishing you?" I ask. This
opens the door for expression of past regrets (confession), the
desire for things to be made aright (reconciliation), and the
freedom to give and receive permission to move on (forgive-
ness). The moment is now; the intervention, spiritual.

Looking for a Partner

No matter how we may define spirituality, acknowledging the
spiritual nature of an individual is the first step to healing the
whole person. Unfortunately, many employers address the per-
sonal needs of their employees through creative benefits pro-
grams and access to external resources while missing the fact
that the employee's issue is often a spiritual one. For example,
by providing an EAP, an employer can "fix" an employee
enough to enable him or her to return to work. But because the
employee's spiritual needs have not been addressed, the work-
er may feel unfulfilled and find himself or herself searching for
a sense of meaning, sometimes by changing jobs or by under-
performing in one area to focus on another.

The first time I called on the EAP in my organization, I
was in the throes of separation and divorce and needed a place
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where my thoughts and feelings could be heard, affirmed, and
organized so that my emotional confusion and distress would
not interfere with my work as a chaplain and minister. The
woman who led me through that process is a licensed profes-
sional counselor. A few years later, I called on the EAP again,
this time struggling with questions of vocation. The EA profes-
sional (a CEAP) asked about my prayer life, and she quickly
became a partner with me in reflecting about my call. This
woman had once been a nun and appeared almost relieved to
be able to incorporate a spiritual aspect to her counseling. This
approach is not suitable in all situations, but in some, like
addressing the vocational questions of ministers, it is essential.

How do we provide for the employee who asks for a
Christian counselor? Gallup pollsters report that 66 percent of
persons would prefer a therapist who represents their spiritual
values and beliefs; even more (81 percent) would prefer a ther-
apist who enables them to integrate their values and belief sys-
tem into their counseling. Some counseling organizations spe-
cialize in meeting these needs: The Samaritan Counseling
Center of Austin, Tex., for example, employs pastoral coun-
selors and spiritual directors in addition to psychotherapists,
licensed professional counselors, and social workers.

These professionals have a master's degree (usually a mas-
ter of divinity), mental health training, and 1,500 hours of
supervised counseling. Their training, while almost identical to
that of a licensed professional counselor or social worker, is not
licensed by the state. The American Association of Pastoral
Counselors (AAPC) certifies them, but there is no governmen-
tal oversight, leaving them free to incorporate principles of
Christian ethics, the discipline of prayer and meditation, and
scriptural rationale for prescribed behaviors such as abstinence,
faithfulness, or compassion into their practices.

Sharyn Reynolds, a pastoral counselor with Samaritan,
says that a disadvantage of not having state governance over the
profession is the lack of insurance reimbursement. A recent
missal from the AAPC contains a reference to lobbying efforts
to include pastoral counseling benefits for federal employees.
(Reynolds points out that while some therapists at Samaritan
provide contract EA services for some Austin businesses, the
center itself is not an EAP provider.)

Seeking out a spiritual director is more akin to looking for
a partner than aproblem-solver. Spiritual direction does not
seek to "deal with" or "resolve" issues at hand, but to deepen
the individual's sense of purpose, call, connection to God, or
clarity of mind. While there is a worldwide network of spiritu-
al directors (Spiritual Directors International), there is no stan-
dardization for training in this field.

A chaplain, meanwhile, is a pastoral professional trained in
crisis intervention. Chaplains undertake at least a year of clini-
cal training (1,600 hours), typically have earned a master's of
divinity or other related degree, and align with organizations
such as AAPC or the National Association of Catholic
Chaplains to become certified chaplains. Chaplains search for a
spiritual root to an individual's distress. Ideally, an employee
utilizing a chaplain will gain the insight needed to take the next
step in the process of healing, which may include grief coun-
seling, spiritual direction, or psychiatric care.

Different End Result

The opportunities for employees to access chaplains, spiritual
directors, or other individuals who provide spiritual guidance
and assistance is growing, thanks in part to organizations such
as Marketplace Ministries, which bills itself as "a faith-based,
proactive, and personalized employee assistance program" that
"provides a chaplain service to secular businesses." Marketplace
Ministries serves employers and employees in more than 220
cities in 32 states with corporate chaplains who make weekly
worksite visits and are available around the clock for crisis care
and pastoral activities.

Skeptics of Marketplace Ministries and other providers of
contract spiritual care worry that such organizations may have
an underlying agenda, or "call," to evangelize the people they
are sent to serve. Spirituality, as noted earlier, is an individual-
ly defined concept. A minister who brings spiritual values to
the workplace may have a different end result in mind than the
employee who is experiencing the spiritual crisis.

Another concern is that on-call corporate chaplains may
lack the proper training and/or certification to address some of
the many issues that employees bring to work. (Marketplace
Ministries, for example, prefers but does not require that its
male chaplains have theological training and be ordained; most
of its female chaplains are not ordained.) A common issue that
prompts a variety of faith-based responses is an employee who
is victimized by his/her spouse or partner. While an EAP can
provide for counseling, anger therapy, and/or self-discovery to
guide the couple through this situation, a spiritual care
provider is better suited to respond to statements such as "God
said divorce is a sin" or "The Bible says I'm supposed to turn
the other cheek." Some religious traditions, however, require a
woman to return to her husband no matter what the circum-
stances, and a chaplain who provides such counsel may place
a woman in a threatening situation.

The Methodist Hospital System (MHS) of San Antonio,
Tex., may provide a model for addressing both spiritual and
secular concerns. MHS employs more than a dozen certified
chaplains—some of whom are licensed professional counselors
and licensed marriage and family therapists—to provide direct
patient care as well as informal counseling to hospital employ-
ees. If a chaplain identifies a need that is not within his or her
scope of training, the chaplain can refer the employee to the in-
house EAP. The director of the EAP, Rick McMinn, is a board
certified chaplain, a CEAP, and a Southern Baptist minister and
holds a Ph.D. He also supervises licensed marriage and family
therapists in training, which contributes greatly to the success
of the program.

The internal referral from the chaplain to the EAP is
designed to transfer trust, confidentiality, and boundaries as
well as enable the healing to begin sooner. If the initial need
identified is for long-term psychotherapy, the referral is made
to the Counseling and Wellness Center of MHS. This center can
also pick up where the EAP leaves off, offering counseling to
follow the five free sessions. The Pastoral Care Department
becomes a revenue producing department, and the facility ends
up supporting itself on financial levels as well as on interper-
sonal levels.
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Michael Curd, vice president for pastoral care services,
says that the MHS EAP has a spiritual component, but it is not
the first line of promotion. Assessing the whole of the individ-
ual's situation is the crux of the program. The benefit is that
once a spiritual issue is identified, it can be addressed.

Third Column

In the September/October 2000 issue, the EAPA Exchange ref-
erenced spiritual matters within the context of critical incident
stress debriefings. Authors Sally Davis and Sandra Turner, in
their article titled "EAPs and Work/Life Programs: Solutions to
the Whole Puzzle," noted that a "...critical incident stress
debriefing... reduced [employees'] arixiety and energized them
to reach out to the family in a variety of practical, emotional,
and spiritual ways."

The detail, however, is missing. What were the "spiritual
ways" employees reached out to the family members? Did the
employees pray? Did they seek inner or outer resources of
strength? Did they ask what this means?

While the article outlined nicely the different services pro-
vided by EAPs and work/life programs, I would add a third col-
umn to the grid accompanying the article to include the fol-
lowing spiritual services:
• Prayer
• Accompaniment in crisis
• Grief counseling
• Bible study
• Building relationships at work
• Facing questions of meaning

AdCare Hospital
is a comprehensive medical facility

committed to the treatment of alcohol and
drug addiction and their associated

problems, and to the prevention of the
disease through education.

Our services include:
Inpatient and Outpatient Care,
Day and Evening Treatment,

Support Groups and
Community Service Programs.

AdCare Hospital
of Worcester, Inc.

107 Lincoln St., Worcester, MA O1C05

1-800-ALCOHOL

• Coping with emptiness
• Resolving conflicts of ethics or values

A sidebar to this list of spiritual services could address the
rites of passage that are encountered in one's life and suggest
how they might best be facilitated. For example, an employee
assistance professional would offer CISD after the suicide of a
worker, while a chaplain would preside at the memorial serv-
ice. An EAP could provide couples' counseling and reframe the
marriage contract for a deeper understanding and expression of
commitment, while the chaplain who performed the marriage
could call the couple back to the public covenant that was
made and nurture the potential for re-creating the relationship
in the context of their spirituality.

All of these scenarios point to a comprehensive approach
to an individual's crisis. "It is the holistic approach—body,
mind, and spirit," says Nancy Cherwitz, operations manager of
Premier Employee Services at Motorola in Austin, Tex. Unlike
the Methodist Hospital System, Premier Services does not
advertise a spiritual component to its offerings. "People would
misconstrue that as religion," Cherwitz says. "We find better
success using less specific terms, such as reflection, meaning,
and focus."

According to Cherwitz, Motorola asks such questions as
"How do you survive in challenging times?" and "How can you
be an effective leader?" The company seeks to help employees
find answers through various avenues—tai chi, yoga, disease
management programs, and relationship building—all with the
goal of developing resilience. Sometimes the answer is as sim-
ple as maintaining integrity in the workplace and doing the
right thing for a co-worker or client.

"We have to be spiritual to get at these things," Cherwitz
says. "Spirituality is already there; our job is to give people a
voice for it. It follows that Motorola looks better to its stock-
holders and we maximize employee effectiveness."

Work vs. Value

My own feeling is that by bringing together the motivation for
work and the meaning in work, we find retention. The goals of
employee assistance and spiritual care are complementary. An
EAP intervention may enable the employee to return to work
and resume functioning, while the spiritual care enables
him/her to regain meaning in work and a reinvestment (i.e.,
something transcendent or deeper) in life.

The ancient church wrestled with the question of whether
the key to salvation lies in good works or grace. The modern
employee wrestles with the same concepts as a means of assess-
ing the value of his or her life. "Is it by my work that I have
value," the modern employee wonders, "or is it by my intrinsic
value that I am able to work?"

There are no right and wrong answers here, but there is a
right or wrong answer for each individual. The spiritual care of
the employee, incorporated with EAP support, addresses and
attends to these values, allowing the employee and the work-
place to be strengthened. Q
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A din V EAP rd al t e v~ sg ue o ce
A partnership with a chaplain can help an EA.P deliver

more services more auichly to e~mployee~ clients.
by Rev Gerald W Montgomery, Ph.D., D.Min., CMC

`~ haplain, would you design some sort of an
employee assistance program for us that
would look just like the chaplaincy work you
do?"

A firefighter asked me that question one afternoon during
a conversation at his fire station. "Why?" I responded.

"Because those EAP counselors don't even try to under-
stand who we are or what we do," he said. "They have nothing
to offer us. They're useless when we want some help, some real
help, with a personal problem.

"One of our guys went to talk with an EAP counselor," he
continued, "and she was unable to get past the fact that he
works 24-hour shifts and deals with really messy emergency
medical situations and dangerous fires all the time. He just
wanted help with a personal problem that had nothing to do
with his job as a firefighter. He got real help from a chaplain."

This conversation, which took place earlier this year, eas-
ily could be dismissed as an isolated incident. But I don't
believe it is. Calling an impersonal toll-free telephone number,
making an appointment, and visiting an unfamiliar office (only
to be referred to yet another social service or counseling
agency) is a routine that may be accepted or tolerated by other
kinds of employee groups, but for aggressive, problem-solving
men and women who are police officers, firefighters, or para-
medics, it is unacceptable. Helping others in crisis situations is,
after all, their business.

Building Partnerships

Based on their experiences with emergency services personnel,
EAPs easily could be indicted as weak, expensive, or ineffec-
tive. Such indictments would be unfair and invalid. Chaplains
and chaplaincy programs cannot successfully offer many of the
services proffered by EAP providers. Solo chaplains in particu-
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Jerry Montgomery is a chaplain and president
of the Workplace Institute in Lakewood, Wash.
He can be reached by phone at (253) 582-
1122 or by e-mail at gwmontC~?mocomm. com.

lar are unable to deliver a full range of support services.
So why did the fire department chaplain become the effec-

tive helper in the above situation? Because the chaplain was
present when needed.

In the real estate business, the cardinal rule is "location,
location, location." In chaplaincy, the key to being effective is
"presence, presence, presence." My motto when working as a
police and fire chaplain is "I loiter with intent," because being
present is so vital.

EAPs that want to add value to their services should think
about building partnerships with chaplains rather than com-
peting with them. Successful employee assistance requires not
only assembling a team of professionals whose abilities and
experience complement each other, but also making team
members available to workers as much as possible. I believe
such a team should include both professional employee assis-
tance providers and professional chaplains.

A true partnership between professional chaplains and
EAP providers would be a boon to employee clients, who
would be able to receive effective help when they need it rather
than first having to overcome a variety of obstacles. Both part-
ners would benefit from the relationship as well. Chaplains,
who often see their work as a calling rather than as a profes-
sional service, could learn business management strategies and
techniques (including how to value their work) from EA pro-
fessionals, while EAP providers, who can seem impersonal
because of their reliance on telephone- and Internet-based
access systems, could recognize that "being there" is a worth-
while investment and begin building the cost of being present
into their contracts.

As with any business relationship, both partners would
need to evaluate each other to determine whether they are a
good "fit." EAP leaders will need to carefully assess chaplains to
ensure they are well-trained, just as chaplains will need to
determine whether service or profit is the primary motive of an
EAP provider. EAPs and evangelists are a bad mix, and chap-
lains simply can't trust an organization in which service is at
the bottom of the priority list.

Perhaps most important to the success of an EAP/chaplain
partnership is the need for mutual respect. Nothing would
destroy the facade of a partnership faster than a relationship
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that is anything less than that of professional equals. And
equals we are: Most chaplains have training in counseling that
is similar or identical to that of EA professionals, while EA pro-
fessionals often are persons of faith.

As the lines between work, life,

and faith continue to blur, the

opportunities for EA professionals

and chaplains to work together

to meet the needs of employees

will grow exponentially.

With two doctoral degrees, 40-plus years of experience,
and certifications as a master chaplain for police and fire serv-
ices, Iwould be very unhappy if an EA professional—even one
with a doctoral degree—were to suggest a superior attitude in
a working relationship with me. Sadly, I've encountered too
many secular counselors who look down their professional
noses at chaplains. Such a demeaning attitude demonstrates
clearly that they don't understand chaplaincy work or the
emergency services world, where chaplains are regular partici-
pants and included in employee clients' core life values.

High Standards

Where can EAPs find qualified, trained, and experienced chap-
lains? They can begin by looking at the other service resources
already available to their emergency service agency clients.
They'll probably find several chaplains on duty, and these chap-
lains usually will already enjoy a level of trust and personal
connection that EAP counselors never experience.

Like employee assistance professionals, chaplains need to
be held to high standards of professionalism, training, and col-
legiality. The standard model of a qualified chaplain is defined
clearly by the United States military services. Basically, the
requirements for a military chaplain also apply to chaplains
serving police, fire, and emergency medical agencies. These
requirements include the following:
• Ordination and full ecclesiastical membership in a recog-

nized religious tradition
• Graduation from an accredited four-year college
• Graduation from an accredited theological school, usually

requiring a minimum of three years of graduate school
education or its equivalent

• A minimum of five years of pastoral experience, preferably
as a local church pastor
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• Endorsement by an appropriate ecclesiastical authority for
service as a chaplain

• Appointment for service by an emergency service agency
to serve as chaplain
Many emergency service agencies also require include sat-

isfactory background investigation results, no criminal convic-
tions, and the ability to work in the high-risk world of emer-
gency services.

Chaplains are encouraged to participate in specialized
training and credentialing programs as they become available,
and most do. Certification as a master chaplain (CMC) by the
International Conference of Police Chaplains (ICPC), for exam-
ple, requires 10 years of field experience as a chaplain, 250
hours or more of documented continuing education, and a
master's thesis that must pass muster before a national com-
mittee. Only 89 of us have succeeded in earning that credential
thus far.

Many public service agencies require their chaplains to be
members of a professional organization, such as ICPC—with
more than 2,500 members, the largest pastoral care organiza-
tion for emergency services chaplains—or the Federation of
Fire Chaplains. These two organizations are dedicated to train-
ing and credentialing "professional" chaplains (as opposed to
"religious" chaplains, the focus of many other chaplaincy
organizations). In today's work world, any organization that
promoted only Christianity or Islam or Taoism, for example,
would find itself in legal hot water and be instantly unwelcome
and dysfunctional in a public service agency.

Nearly all professional chaplains are trained in critical inci-
dent stress management, often serving as co-team leaders in
defusing and debriefing crews after difficult incidents. Unlike
secular counselors, who generally have little to say at the time
of death or in the days that follow a death, chaplains are trained
extensively in death notifications and in the pastoral care that
needs to be delivered for days, weeks, and months following a
death. In nearly 40 years in the news business, in government
service, and in the ministry, not once have I ever heard about
or witnessed a person calling for help from a mental health pro-
fessional in alife-crisis moment. Chaplains and local church
pastors are called to be a part of such moments almost daily
during their entire careers.

Small, Gentle Doses

The roles that EAPs can and should play in the workplace are
administrative and organizational in nature. Organizing and
selling services, managing contracts, collecting money, and
paying bills are functions that are best performed, in my judg-
ment, by EAP providers. Chaplains, on the other hand, can
best serve by providing daily care in small, gentle doses and
performing triage when needed for in-depth services.

As the lines between work, life, and faith continue to blur,
the opportunities for EA professionals and chaplains to work
together to meet the needs of employees will grow exponen-
tially. The relationship between EAPs and chaplains should be
one of cooperation, teamwork, and comprehensive responses
to individuals who call out for help. Anything less will be a
source of shame for us all. Q
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is Ever one's BusinessY
When an employee becomes seriously ill, dies, or suffers the loss The 100-page manual includes an

of a loved one, the impact on productivity and morale can be appendix that provides a detailed
dramatic—and much more widespread than you think. outline for asix-week seminar for

Grieving employees may find it difficult to function at previous levels

Managers are sympathetic, but feel pressure to continue meeting

deadlines and getting the work done.

The truth is, everyone needs help working through grief.

Now, help is at hand. EAPA is proud to announce the availability of
Grief at Work, a manual and slide set designed to help employers

and employees foster a supportive work environment. Developed
by the American Hospice Foundation with assistance from EAPA,

Grief at Work focuses on how loss and grief affect the day-to-day

functioning and productivity of a workplace.

Topics include
• Corporate Policies
• Conceptual Grief Models
• Helping the Bereaved Return to Work
• Workplace Crisis Planning
• Dealing with Death at the Worksite
• The Roles of Supervisors, Human Resource Managers,

and Employee Assistance Professionals

grieving employees. The slides

(provided on an IBM-compatible

diskette) enable EA► professionals
to conduct training sessions on

grief in the workplace.

To order Grief at Work, call the EAPA

Resource Center at (703) 387-1000

ext. 307.

Pricing

Manual $39.95

Slide set (diskette) $29.95

Manual/Slide set $64.95

~► • 1 • ~ ~~ ---! ~

Application Deadline: September 15, 2001
Exam Date: December 8, 2001

Eligibility Requirements: You must meet one of the following options:

Option 1:
• 3,000 hours of work experience in an EAP setting, which

must have been gained over a minimum of two years and within
seven years of the date of the application for the CEAP exam;
AND

• 60 PDHs (Professional Development Hours) with at least 36 of
them in content areas 3 and/or 4 (see PDH requirements below);
AND

• 24 hours of CEAP advisement spread out over at least six
months

Option 2:
• Graduate degree in an EAP-related discipline (or equivalent

outside the Unitetl States); AND
• 2,000 hours of work experience in an EAP setting, which

must have been gained over a minimum of two years and within
seven years of the date of the application for the CEAP exam;
AND

• 15 PDHs (Professional Development Hours) with at least nine of
them in content areas 3 and/or 4 (see PDH requirements below);
AND

• 24 hours of CEAP advisement spread out over at least six
months

PDH Requirements for Both Options:
• At least 60 percent of total PDHs must be within content areas 3 and/or 4
• No PDHs may be earned by writing sample exam questions; PDHs must be from training occurring November 11, 1995, or later

Exam Fees: $295 for EAPA Members* $435 for Non-members of EAPA
($410 total if joining EAPA—including U.S. individual EAPA membership for $115 and $295 for the CEAP Exam Fee)
U.S. Individual membership rate only. For other categories, contact EAPA's Membership Department.



Em Io ee Assistance Credentialinp Y g
"hack where I come from, there are men who do nothing

all day but good deeds. They are called...uh...good deed doers.
And their hearts are no bigger than yours. But they have

one thing you haven't got: a testimonial."

—The Wizard, to the Tin Man, in the Wizard of Oz

What is an EAP, and who is an employee assistance
professional? These questions lie at the heart of

efforts to define not just the EA field, but also

competence within it.
One such effort, certification, recognizes excel-

lence among employee assistance professionals.
Another credentialing process, accreditation, helps

define EA programs by assessing the quality of

program administration, design, record keeping,
confidentiality, staffing, and several other func-

tions. Yet another process,
licensure, builds on the
CEAP credential to help
delineate both EA profes-
sionals and EAPs.

As EA professionals
debate which approach
best suits the industry's
needs, changes in the
workplace and workforce
and the globalization of

market forces are prompt-

ing consumers of EA servic-

es to reconsider their needs

as well. The result is that

both EA professionals and EAPs are being forced

to evolve to better serve employers and employees,

even as the certification, accreditation, and licen-

sure processes are attempting to define them and
establish benchmarks for competence.

Two of the following articles discuss some of

the issues affecting the certification and accredita-

tion processes and their impact on the EA field.

The third article describes an initiative by a uni-

versity in the United Kingdom to develop a course
of study (leading to a cer-
tificate or diploma) for
employee assistance profes-
sionals. Together, the arti-
cles paint a picture of a
vibrant and complex field
that is struggling to main-
tain and enhance its identi-

ty in an environment that
is blurring distinctions
between employee assis-
tance and work/life, coun-
seling, psychotherapy, and
other EAP-related services
and programs.
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EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE

T EAP Cre entiaeC
Past Present an Future

In 1986, the Employee Assistance Professionals Association (then
AI,MACA) developed a program to certify qualified EA profession-
als who have met established criteria and passed an examination.
This year, on the 15th anniversary of the CEAP credential, the
EAPA Exchange ashed six EA professionals who have been instru-
mental in the success of that program to reflect on its accomplish=
ments and the challenges it faces. Following is a roundtable discus-
sion with former EACC commissioners Tamara Cagney, George
Cobbs, Steve Haught, Jach Hennessy, Steve Posen, and Sandra
Turner.

Why did EAPA [then ALMACA] develop a certification
credential and program for the employee assistance field?

Turner: I think the reasons for establishing the credential
were much the same as'they are for maintaining iC today: There
were people getting involved in employee assistance we didn't
think had the background or the training to do this work. So
we wanted to establish our own criteria for people to get into
this field. But it was a difficult start, to say the least.

Cagney: Establishing the credential was also a response to
members' ongoing concerns about defining our field. The cer-
tification program predates the EAPA Standards of Practice.
There was already discussion about what an EA professional
did and did not do, and there was concern about the increas-
ing professionalism of the field. It was feared that we would
lose our core roots and just become mental health counseling
in the workplace.

Hennessy: In the beginning, there was a lot of distrust. A
lot of labor folks were absolutely against it. I think the fact that
they had to take a test made them very uncomfortable. They
were just scared, and it took a lot to overcome that.

We held a meeting with labor that became known as the
"Boston Massacre." It was a very unruly meeting, and a few of
the people I thought would support certification just stayed
quiet. After that meeting we went through a long period of try-
ing to establish a good rapport with labor to try to get past the
hysteria and nonsense. George Cobbs was a great help there.
We went ahead and put information out and got people
around the country to explain it more fully. That's when we
started to pick up speed.

Cobbs: Basically, the reasons we wanted to establish this
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credential were the professionalism and the credibility it would
lend to our profession. Also, EASNA [the Employee Assistance
Society of North America] had just been formed a couple of
years earlier, and we knew that whoever got the credential
established first would be the one in charge.

Jack is right about the distrust. We knew from the begin-
ning that labor was concerned, and we knew that some of the
labor people would have trouble acc{uiring the credential. They
even came up with a proposal to have one credential for the
labor members and another for the other members. I remem-
ber Tom Pasco [EAPA president in 1988-1990] saying, "We're
not going to do that—we're going to have one credential,"
which I thought was a great move.

Hennessy: George mentioned EASNA, which reminds me
that we came into a period in ALMACA, after Tom O'Connor
stepped down as president, when we were losing membership.
There was a big movement dealing specificallq with dual mem-
bership in EASNA and ALMACA. I foresaw a lot of problems
for our organization. Frankly, I was scared of this new organi-
zation coming in and possibly siphoning off a lot of our mem-
bers, so I thought certification would help ALMACA.

Were there any disadvantages or difficulties to establishing
the credential?

Cagney: One difficulty was that we had a very diverse
membership who came into EAP work from many different
routes. EA professionals who were not licensed clinicians felt
that the credential might be used to exclude them from the
EAP field, and EA professionals who were licensed did not
understand why they needed to supplement their degree with
an employee assistance certification.

Cobbs: Another difficulty was trying to come up with a
list of people who were eligible to be grandfathered under the
exemption rule. An enormous number of people applied for
exemption, around 900. We went through each of those appli-
cations, one by one.

What was the exemption rule?

Turner: If people had sufficient EAP experience, they
could qualify for the CEAP credential without taking the exam.
The exemption lasted until the initial certification renewal, at
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EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE CREDENTIALING

which time they had to recertify under the regular procedures.
A committee was established to devise the criteria for

exemption and an application form, and George Cobbs and I
reviewed all of the applications. References were required on
the application, so if we had questions we would call their ref-
erences and find out what kind of work they did.

Some people didn't qualify for exemption because they
weren't doing the work they said they were doing. But when-
ever George and I agreed that somebody didn't qualify for
exemption, we sent the person's application to the committee
for review as well.

What changes have occurred in the workplace since the
certification program was established that have affected the
credential?

Haught: In the years I've been in the field, I've seen much
more specialization occur, particularly in some of the larger
EAP firms. When I first entered the field I worked with the
individual client and the organizational client, and I think that's
true for many of us. But increasingly, particularly for external
EAPs, the functions have been separated into what you might
call account management or contract management versus the
more "clinically oriented" services that are offered.

The credential sets the standards for the profession, and
the credential was established on the premise that we as EA
professionals work both with the organization and with the
individual client. So, increasingly, there are questions about
who is eligible for certification and whether we should look at
different levels of credentialing based upon the type of work
that a person performs.

Posen: I think this was reflected in some of the changes in
the certification requirements that were made about three or
four years ago. For example, the EACC [Employee Assistance
Certification Commission] removed the requirement for recer-
tification that you had to have your professional development
hours divided across different areas. That change was made in
response to the fact that people were specializing and needed
to get their PDHs in the area in which they specialized, whether
it was clinical or organizational in nature.

Haught: That's my understanding of how those changes
were made in terms of recertification, but increasingly we're
getting applicants who only have experience in, for example,
the clinical component of employee assistance work. We're also
getting those who've done only account management work.
According to our current credential requirements, these people
would not be eligible to be certified.

Posen: This is a real dilemma for the field because, at least
for the initial certification, the feeling was very strong that peo-
ple need to be introduced to the entire spectrum of EAP work
to be eligible to become CEAPs.

Cobbs: But in those days, there were more in-house pro-
grams than there are today. There weren't nearly as many exter-
nal programs as there are today.

Cagney: I can remember the effort that was expended to
identify the content areas and the item review sessions for the
certification exam. We had many discussions even then

because of the differences between member assistance pro-
grams, internal programs, and external programs. It was felt
very strongly that we needed to structure certification in such
a way that non-clinical organizational skills were a clear part of
the process. That's also why we felt that the majority of contin-
uingeducation needed to be in content areas 3 and 4. The clin-
ical aspects were important, but the uniqueness of the field was
in other areas.

Has the introduction of managed care influenced the cre-
dential?

Posen: I think it has had less impact on the credential than
on the practice of EAP work. I think the credential has stayed
fairly focused on the Core Technology of EAP work, but as the
exam developed over time, there was a trend at one point
where the questions in the content areas for clinical and sub-
stance abuse work got more and more specific and detailed and
clinically oriented. We pulled back from that after a time, rec-
ognizing that trend. But the way the content areas were laid out
made sure that the credential tried to stay focused on the EAP
Core Technology, not on managed care.

Cagney: The advent of managed care again brought issues
of definition to the forefront. There were programs being
labeled EAPs that neglected areas like early workplace inter-
vention and supervisory referral on the basis of declining job
performance. The content areas of the certification process
made clear that the delivery of clinical services under the
umbrella of a managed care organization did not necessarily
qualify as an EAP. I think the structure of the certification
process actually educated some managed care organizations
about what is expected in an EAP product.

How has the credential itself evolved?

Cobbs: I can remember some EA professionals battling
tooth and nail to make certain that their degrees would be part
of what was needed to access this credential. I can also remem-
ber the fight to keep it competency-based rather than have peo-
ple use their degrees to access it.

Posen: My first meeting of the EACC was the second
"Boston Massacre." We were talking about changing the
requirements for the credential, and we were struggling with
the issue of whether we should recognize an educational
degree. We realized that the employee assistance profession
needs different kinds of people with different qualifications in
different positions—partly as a result of the evolution of EAP
work itself, and partly because of the introduction of managed
care—and that's when we came up with the recognition that
people who have a degree may not need the same study
requirements to qualify for the exam, but they still need the
same experience requirements as everyone else.

That was a time when people were very concerned about
what would happen with the credential. Many were wondering
if it would become a degreed credential. I think we came up
with a very good solution, one that acknowledges that people
come into the EA field from different paths.

Haught: There are still pressures on the commission today
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from certain forces saying educational degrees should be
required, while other forces are saying they shouldn't.
Specifically, as some states have moved toward licensure,
they've looked at tying it to the CEAP, and what they've expe-
rienced in some situations is a pushback from legislators say-
ing, "There's no educational requirement, which means any-
body can get this credential, so why should we license it?"

The commission has had to work very hard, as George
indicated earlier, to point out that there are two tracks to certi-
fication, each of which requires EA-specific PDHs in order to sit
for the exam. One is the educational track, in which education
fulfills certain aspects of the requirements. But the credential is
essentially. competency-based, and we continue to hold that as
a foundation. There have indeed been, and I think there will
continue to be, pressures against that, but I've seen the com-
mission remain very firm and say that this credential is compe-
tency-based and is based on work that happens in the profes-
sion, not on an educational degree.

Turner: You asked earlier about how the workplace has
changed and how that has affected the certification credential.
That question made me think about the item review sessions
and how they have helped keep the exam questions current.
But there's always the dilemma that Steve Posen alluded to ear-
lierabout how detailed and sophisticated some of the questions
became about, for example, chemical dependency. I'm sure in
those item review sessions that some of the SAPS [substance
abuse professionals] or clinicians working on chemical
dependency played their roles, and it came out in the exam
questions. So, for me, there was always a tug in the item review
sessions between people who were reflecting their real-life
work experience in their community and the needs of the
industry as a whole.

Posen: I think that's an ongoing dynamic—trying to find
that balance.

Haught: One thing we haven't mentioned about how the
credential has changed is the advisement component and the
requirement that candidates go through asix-month advise-
ment process with someone who is already a CEAP. I think this
requirement has made it more difficult for some folks to obtain
the credential, but it also has helped enhance the credibility of
the credential.

Some of the comments thus far have touched on the value
of the credential, both to employers and EA professionals
as well as to state legislators. Does the credential seem to
have the same value today as it did when it was estab-
lished?

Hennessy: In some organizations, the CEAP became a

requirement to obtain certain positions; you were required to

have the credential to be hired. For example, I think the United

Auto Workers began to require the CEAP. So it did become very

important.
Cobbs: It's much more in demand now than ever before.

In the beginning, we could not foresee the demand for the cre-
dential that we have had. We knew in the beginning we would
have an onslaught of people trying to access it, but never in a

www, eap-association,org
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million years could we have foreseen the number of people
who have taken it. So it's played a really important role in the
marketplace.

Turner: Jack mentioned that the UAW requires it, and I
just had a conversation recently with someone from Ceridian
who said all of their staff who perform EAP work are required
to earn the credential.

Posen: I know Magellan is moving to require all of their
people who perform EAP work to become certified.

Haught: As an employer, when I hire somebody, I look for
a candidate who has the credential or will be able to obtain it
in a very short period of time. And I've seen lots of "Help
Wanted" ads that are written the same way: The credential is
either required or strongly desired.

Cobbs: Within labor, the credential is truly, truly valued. I
can remember being on an elevator with a guy who I didn't
know from Adam, and I could see he was really, really happy.
And the reason he was happy is that he had just passed the cer-
tification exam.

The fear that Jack was describing earlier was certainly
there, because labor felt that this was another way they would
be excluded, but the ones who access the credential are truly
ecstatic. With labor, it has really created a value.

Hennessy: I agree with that. The credential gives labor
something they never attained in other areas of their life.

Cagney: Also, states and the federal government, through
legislation and regulation, have recognized the credential. The
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fact that the CEAP credential is recognized by the Department
of Transportation has allowed many of our skilled non-licensed
members to perform SAP functions as well as establish their
credibility in other areas.

When the credential was established, it was felt that it
would lend some professionalism to the EA field and dis-
tinguish those with knowledge and experience from those
who perhaps should not have been practicing EAP work.
To what extent do you think the credential has accom-
plished these objectives? Are we a more professional field,
and if so, what credit does the credential deserve?

Turner: I think it has helped exclude some people who
don't meet the criteria for practicing EAP work, so it has done
its job in that area.

Posen: I think there still are a lot of therapists out there
who hold themselves out as doing EAP work and have small
contracts, but certainly all the large, formal programs and the
externals have all recognized that the certification credential is
a market distinction for EA professionals.

Haught: Yes, there are still people who say they do the
work, and they may, but they can't use the CEAP credential.

What impact has the Internet had on the credential?

Haught: In the last couple of years, the EACC has been
looking at the possibility of computerizing the exam, which
clearly would involve security issues. The commission also is
looking at—and I hope the. association also is looking at—the
possibility of continuing education through the Internet.

Posen: In terms of the exam being offered electronically,
the key issue besides security is whether there are enough
numbers to warrant it. It would allow you to, for example, take
the exam on demand rather than being limited to two times per
year. Back when we looked at it, we didn't have enough people
coming through on an annual basis to make it financially viable
to offer it electronically.

Does the growing interest in accreditation and licensure
mean that certification is no longer meaningful or valuable
enough to satisfy the needs of the EA profession today?

Haught: My impression is that most of the licensure efforts
taking place are strongly tied to the CEAP credential. In terms
of program accreditation, my hope—and I don't know the cur-
rent status of this—is that if the standards address who per-
forms EA functions, the CEAP credential will be included in
the standards. But I think the credential maintains a very strong
viability: People are proud to have it, and it does distinguish or
differentiate them from those who don't.

Another piece I would add is that in the past several years
there's been a lot of interest in the credential from the interna-
tional communities, and I use the plural because there are peo-
ple in many different countries who see the credential as dis-
tinguishing employee assistance as a profession. The commis-
sion has been looking at how to respond to those needs as well.
Clearly it's aU.S.-based credential, and the questions facing the
commission are how to maintain the core standards of the pro-

fession and whether those standards can or should be adapted
to other countries, given the different cultural norms and dif-

ferent laws and different health care practices. There's a lot of

dialogue going on around these issues.
Posen: I think one of the key challenges facing the inter-

national community is whether there can be, or should be, a
single credential that applies internationally. When we first
began to explore the international issue, the feedback we got
was that they didn't want a different credential—they wanted
the same credential. And that really does become a challenge,
because even if you remove the exam questions that pertain to
U.S. law, there are differences in practices around the world.
And once you begin including different questions for different
geographic regions, it's no longer exactly the same credential.

Cobbs: There was talk once about dealing with this issue
through franchising, but I don't know how that would go over
within the profession.

Haught: These are real tough issues because they deal
with resources and resource allocation, and clearly it takes a
huge amount of money and staff time to develop an examina-
tion. Doing that repeatedly for different countries would be
cost-prohibitive. So there needs to be some creative thinking
about how to address these issues.

Another area, in terms of future development, is the role
delineation study that was conducted about 18 months ago.
The role delineation study is conducted on current CEAPs, so
the study population is EA professionals who have already
obtained the credential, meaning people who have the neces-
sary education and worksite experience. There is a significant
population of folks out there who are not getting that breadth
of experience, so they are not being included in the role delin-
eation. Can or should the commission look at different levels of
certification, or specialty levels (perhaps that's a better term) of
certification? In my addictions counseling credential in Illinois,
there are now multiple levels of certification—one for preven-
tion, one for mental illness and substance abuse, one for alco-
hol/drug counseling, one for supervision, and so on. So I think
one of the areas the commission might want to look at in the
future is whether there should be specialty certification.

Turner: I would support that concept, particularly as we
find more areas of specialization, such as in the work/life area
or in higher education. We've discussed this in the past, but
one of the difficulties we face is how to assess for a certain spe-
cialization, and also how to develop an exam that's unique to
that specialization. So while I think it's a good idea, there's a lot
of work involved in developing specialty certificates, and you
have to look at whether the population of certification candi-
dates is big enough to make a profit in certain specialty areas.

Cagney: Certainly the idea of specialization will need to be
addressed as the field continues to evolve. I would prefer that
the specialization be a certification that is added to the basic
credential. Everyone would still be certified in the core content
areas, then pursue a specialization. To approach it differently
would again put the definition and core areas that make EAPs
unique at risk. The specialization certification should indicate
further skill development beyond the basic credential. 0
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EAP Accreditation
A L Role for 1l~IBHeadln COQg

by Christina H. Thompson, M.S. W, LCStiV; MSWAC, CEAP

ver the years, the employee assistance field has
evolved as workplace and workforce requirements
have changed. The scope of products and services
offered by EAPs has grown dramatically to keep

up with the changing demands of employers and employees.
For example, EAPs traditionally focused on occupational

alcoholism but now take a much broader approach and
address a variety of issues affecting employees. EAPs originally
offered only assessment and referral services, but now provide
short-term problem resolution as well. In the past, EAPs typi-
callyoperated as internal programs; today, many employers use
external vendors or a combination of the two. Finally, EAPs
historically were stand-alone programs, but now are often inte-
grated with managed care, work/life, and concierge services.

Yet even as EAPs have struggled to redefine themselves,
related fields such as managed behavioral health care have
seized the opportunity to show they can deliver similar servic-
es. Unlike these related fields, the employee assistance indus-
try historically has not been regulated, but now some EAPs are
being pressured to establish greater accountability because of
their resemblance to these fields.

Specifically, managed behavioral health accreditors are
asking how EAPs fit into the mix when a vendor manages both
types of services. The National Committee for Quality
Assurance and the American Accreditation Healthcare
Commission, two organizations that monitor the quality of
managed care organizations, have raised this issue, asking two

Tina Thompson is vice president of employee
assistance programs and addiction services for
Magellan Behavioral Health Services, a leader in
the EAP and behavioral health industry serving
more than 70 million lives. She previously
served as national director of EA services with
Green Spring Health Services, one of several
acquisitions of the Magellan organization. In her
22 years in the EA field she has also held posi-
tions with other behavioral health organizations,

EAPs, hospitals, and direct service delivery settings. She is a longtime
member of EAPA and a commissioner on the Employee Assistance
Certification Commission. She holds a master's degree in social work (with
a specialization in employee assistance programs) from the University of
Maryland and a master of social work addictions counselor certification
through the National Board ofAddictions Examiners.
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key questions:
(1) Should an EAP be evaluated if it is integrated with a

service that falls under an accrediting body's purview?
(2) Should EAPs themselves be separately accredited in

order to provide a measure of external accountability and
assess whether they meet the standards of what such programs
are expected to provide?

In considering these questions, it becomes apparent that
EAP accreditation offers both opportunities and challenges (see
sidebar] . As EAPs continue to evolve to meet employer and
employee demands, each individual program will have to
weigh these opportunities and challenges and assess their
potential impact. As an industry, however, we in employee
assistance must act quickly to clearly define our goals or risk
allowing other fields to define us.

Common Starting Point

Managed behavioral health care organizations (MBHCOs) can
help lead the EAP field in this process. MBHCOs began to be
held accountable in the 1980s and 1990s, when they were
asked to provide measurable evidence of how they serve their
customers. Through audits, performance guarantees, and
accreditation, MBHCOs slowly but surely set standards and
established a solid Foundation upon which to build the behav-
ioral health care industry.

Accountability has become so ingrained within MBHCOs
that Magellan Behavioral Health, to take one example, now
considers accreditation fundamental to any organization work-
ing within the EAP field. Last year, Magellan volunteered to be
one of five sites to participate in the 2000 beta test of the
accreditation process sponsored by the Employee Assistance
Society of North America (EASNA) and the Council on
Accreditation for Children and Family Services (COA). This
process covers all aspects of an EAP's operations: administrative
documentation, clinical design, program operation, record
keeping, confidentiality, staffing, supervision, staff develop-
ment, evaluation, and research. (The Rehabilitation
Accreditation Commission, or CARF, a nonprofit organization
that accredits adult day services, assisted living programs,
behavioral health programs, employment and community
services, and medical rehabilitation programs, also offers a
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comprehensive EAP accreditation process.)
The purpose of the beta test vas to put the LASNA/COA

accreditation standards into praceice and see how they would
perform. The five tese sites then submitted hundreds of com-
n~encs and requests for changes to a committee that is oversee-
ing the LAP accreditation process. The coinmi[tee is reviewing
the con~inenes and requests and will revise the standards
accordingly

Magellan plans eo move forward on full EAP accreditaeion
when the revised EASNA/COA standards are released. The rea-
sons for this decision are many. Firse, accredicaeioi~ reinforces
the message chat EAP services are an important part of
Magellan's btilsiness and that Magellan is noC jusC ~ managed
care company. Accreditation also demonstrates Magellan's
commitineilt to continuous c~ualiey improvement Ind Uest
practices, provides a road map to self-evahiation of every aspect
of its programs and services, and sends the message that
Magellan is dedicated to delivering better products and servic-
es. Finally, accredieation's "stamp of approval" tail provide
Magellan with a competitive advantage.

GranCed, most LAPS are immune from Che regulaCOry pres-
sures that MBHCOs face from managed behavioral heald~
accreditors. More and snore employers, however, ire Ueginning
to demand chaC their service providers be more accountable
and develop better performance nle~sures. Accreditation and
other types of external audits are becoming ail increasingly
popular method of demonslracing compliance.
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The bottom line is that without some type of oversight, a

guideline is just that—a guideline. Nothing is a standard tmless

it can be measured. All programs offering employee assistance

services have a need for consistent and universal measure-

ments, and accreditation provides a common starting point for

measurement.
EAPs support the workplace and employees in a unique

way It is important that we all recognize d7is and work eo cre-
ate aconsensus on our mission. Every organizacion chat pro-
~ndes LAP seances must take a hard look ac both the opportu-
nities and challenges that accreditation presents. Ald~ough one
size in~y not fit all, there are many practices, standards, and
goals that apply to every ine~nber of the industry. Q

EAP Accreditation:
Opportunities and Challenges
Opportunities
• EAP accreditation can set the tone for what a program

should include while limiting the influence of other

industries or disciplines to define the scope of an EAP.

• Accreditation provides a level of consistency and

accountability within the EA field.

• Accreditation "raises the bar" and offers an unbiased

stamp of approval.

• Accreditation would establish standardized measure-

ments to provide reliable data and definitions.

• Accreditation provides a road map for continuous qual-

ity improvement, not only for the individuals providing

the services but for every aspect of program delivery.

• Accreditation helps marketing efforts achieve both

national and international recognition.

• Accreditation standards can easily be adapted to

address legislative or regulatory issues that affect

EAPs.

Challenges
• Accreditation generates additional expenses to cover

the costs of both preparation and implementation.
• EAP purchasers may resist absorbing the additional

costs associated with accreditation, although they will
most certainly appreciate the extra oversight.

• Attaining accreditation may be difficult for smaller pro-
gramsthat do not have the infrastructure to support the
extra expense.

• Accreditation requires extensive communication with
the accrediting body and the ability to track and moni-
tor ever-evolving standards.

• Accreditation's marketing advantage may not be suffi-
cient to justify the added work involved.

• Accreditation may not have the same impact on inter-
nal programs as on external programs.
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Newsletter Outlines Alcohol's
Impact on Workers, Society

he economic costs of alcohol
abuse, the relative burden of

these costs on alcoholics, their

families, governments, and health
insurers, and the effects of price
changes on the consumption of alco-
holic beverages are among the many
issues addressed in the January 2001
issue of Alcohol Alert, a quarterly
newsletter published by the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (NIAAA).

The newsletter, titled "Economic
Perspectives in Alcoholism Research,"
notes that five major "cost of illness"
studies on alcohol abuse have been
conducted in the United States during
the past 20 years, most recently in
1998, when the overall cost was esti-
mated at $185 billion. Of this
amount; 70 percent was attributable
to lost productivity, 14.3 percent to
health care expenditures, 8.5 percent
to costs related to motor vehicle acci-
dents, and 3.4 percent to criminal jus-
tice costs.

The newsletter also points out
that a study comparing 36 different
types of treatment found no signifi-
cant relationship between cost and
effectiveness, while a randomized clin-
ical trial of three treatment options
found that each produced comparable
outcomes, but at different costs. New
standardized guidelines for measuring
treatment costs and conducting cost-
effectiveness research have been pub-
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lished recently and will facilitate com-
parisons among future studies.

Copies of the January 2001
Alcohol Alert (vol. 51) can be down-
loaded from the NIAAA Web site at
www.niaaa.nih.gov or ordered free of
charge from: NIAAA, Publications
Distribution Center, P.O. Box 10686,
Rockville, MD 20849-0686.

ASAM Publishes New
Patient Placement Criteria

The American Society of Addiction
Medicine (ASAM) has published the
second edition of its Patient Placement
Criteria for the Treatment of Substance-
Related Disorders (PPC-2), a manual of
comprehensive national guidelines for
the placement, continued stay, and
discharge of patients with alcohol and
other drug problems.

PPC-2 provides two sets of guide-
lines, one for adults and one for ado-
lescents. Within each set, the criteria
list five levels of care: early interven-
tion; outpatient services; intensive
outpatiendpartial hospitalization serv-
ices; residentiaUinpatient services; and
medically managed intensive inpatient
services. For each level of care, PPC-2
presents a brief overview of the servic-
es available for particular severities of
addiction and related problems.

The terminology in PPC-2 has

been updated to be consistent with

the American Psychiatric Association's

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of

Mental Disorders, Vol. 4. The informa-
tion has been reformatted to facilitate
comparisons across levels of service.

PPC-2 is available to ASAM mem-
bers for $45 and to nonmembers for
$55. To order, call 1-800-844-8948
or write to: ASAM, Publications
Distribution, P.O. Box 101, Annapolis
Junction, MD 20701.

Web Site Helps Explain
Health Effects of Alcohol

Demand Treatment!, an initiative
devoted to increasing the number of
people who receive alcohol and drug
brief interventions and quality treat-
ment, has launched a Web site to help
visitors learn the effects of alcohol on
health and well being.

The Demand Treatment! Web site,
wwwAlcoholScreening.org, provides
answers to frequently asked questions
about alcohol and health, links to sup-
port services, and a database of
approximately 12,000 local treatment
programs- throughout the United
States. Visitors to the site can take a
confidential self-test to evaluate their
drinking patterns and determine
whether their consumption may be
harmful to their health, either now or
in the future.

Demand Treatment! is a project of
Join Together, which in turn is an ini-
tiative of the Boston University School
of Public Health. Join Together works
with communities to fight substance
abuse and prevent gun violence.

For more information about
Demand Treatment! and its partnering
cities and organizations (including
EAPs), call (617) 437-1500 or visit
www.jointogether.org on the World
Wide Web. 0
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Organized Labor: Training and
Serving the Membership
by William "Bill" Kelly, CEAP, M.B.A.

rior to the 1940s, employee

benefits such as medical,
vision, and dental coverage

were practically unknown. The eco-

nomic growth that occurred during

the war years and the rising influence
of organized labor changed the atti-

tudes of employers to the point that
benefits became an important reason

to work for a particular employer.
In the beginning, employees paid

25 to 50 percent of the benefit cost.
Over time this situation improved,

and now employees pay little or, in

many instances, no part of their bene-

fit package.
The purchase and provision of

benefits could be compared to buying

a new car. For a base price you get

basic transportation: amanual trans-

mission, no power package, and no

air conditioning. When you add the

automatic transmission, power win-

dows and brakes, and other options,

the price goes much higher.

Buying benefits is similar. A low

price gets you the base benefit. If you

want extras like mental health and
chemical dependency coverage, you

need to buy the upgraded package.
Not all unions and all employers

can afford the "A" package. While

unions long have been synonymous

with benefits, non-union members

have assumed that union members

have top-grade insurance that

includes mental health and chemical

dependency treatment coverage. That

is not true. Non-represented workers

also believe that workers represented

by organized labor do not pay for

Bill Kelly is community service director at the
Central Labor Rehabilitation Council in New York
and director of the Rapid Response Program.

their benefits. The reality is they
accept benefits in lieu of cash.

A look at the complete picture
illustrates that workers' benefits are
not free or paid for by the employer.
If left to our own devices, many of us
would choose a less costly insurance

benefit plan. Labor leaders and those
involved in member assistance pro-

grams see this all too often.

Some labor-represented workers

have better benefits than others, but it

doesn't mean those with lesser bene-

fits go unattended. Unions have a pol-

icy of taking care of their own, and

the Central Labor Rehabilitation

Council (CLRC) in New York is a clas-

sic example.

Peer Counseling

Known as the "Social Service Arm

of the Trade Union Movement," the

CLRC provides assessment and refer-

ral to all union members and their

families at no cost to the individual. If

an individual asks for help, he or she

gets it regardless of the insurance ben-

efit. If the health plan has a rider that

provides for inpatient or outpatient

treatment, an appropriate referral is

made. If no benefit is available, or if

there is a co-payment that will hinder

the individual or family member in
seeking help, the CLRC reaches out

through its vast network and finds

help for little or no cost.

Very often, the services required

can be provided by CLRC staff. There

is no charge for any services provided

by the CLRC; the council is supported

mostly by the local unions in the New

York metropolitan area.
In all instances, CLRC staff man-

age the case. They negotiate rates,

even for those with top-grade benefits.

They also insist that if they. refer a

person to an inpatient facility for

chemical dependency treatment. and

that person relapses within six months

of completing treatment, the patient

shall be readmitted at no cost to the

benefit plan or the individual.

The services provided by the

CLRC are available not only to active

union members and their families but

also to those laid off from worle. The

center provides opportunities for

retraining to improve existing skills or

learn new skills for a different line of

work. These opportunities include

placing members in union apprentice-

ship programs when available.

CLRC staff also provide a unique

service to labor organizations, employ-

ers, and the community at large: They

train people to act as peer counselors.

The peer counseling training teaches

people how to approach eo-workers

who appear to have a problem and to"

offer them assistance. Participants

learn basic assessment and referral

techniques and become acquainted

with a vast network of available

resources. They also learn how to

identify potentially dangerous behav-

ior before it is too late.

The training offered by the CLRC

is recognized for its quality. In the

state of New York, 350 classroom
hours along with field training are
needed to become a certified alcohol

and substance abuse counselor. The
training provided by the CLRC quali-
fies for 250 classroom hours, and it is
free of charge. -

The training is provided by pro-

fessionals with medical and doctoral

degrees as well as clinical social worlc-
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ers, certified alcohol and substance
abuse coLmselors, CEAPs, attorneys,
represenc~tcives of the religious com-
muniey, ~ncl clinical supervisors and
directors. The courses cover such sub-
jecCs as the social history of alcohol,
arbitrating cases involving chemical
dependency, LAPs end MAPS, counsel-
ing techniques, counseling ethics, the
different eFfeces of various drugs, pre-
veneing relapse, managed care, health
and saFeey, domestic and workplace
violence, and gambling, plus advanced
courses like special targee populations.

Of course, an ineegral part of our
training is conducted by labor profes-
sionals who are qualified and experi-
enced in member assistance programs.
Their qualifications are comparable to
those of any other instructor and range
from the Ph.D. degree to the CEAP
credential.

At the Libor Coininietee meeting
a[ the 1998 EE1PA Annual Conference
in Las Vegas, a nuestion was asked
aboue the educational backgrounds of
members. More than 30 percent of
labor members in MAPS had bachelor's
degrees, and some had master's
degrees. Those from New Yorlc could
trace their decision to re-enCer the
educational system co eheir CLRC
~r~ining.

Support of Education

Due [o a lack of state funding, the
CLRC was forced to close its doors in
1998 and did not reopen until January
2000. }3ecause of that tmfortunate
occurrence, the CLRC is attempting,
with ehe help of local unions, to
become independent of state funding
and rely solely on union support.

Prior to its closing, 12 college
credits were awarded for completing a
CLRC course and passing a Best. The
recredenti~ling pi°ocess is now under
way, and the CLRC looks forward to
regaining ehe 12-credit recognition it
enjoyed in ehe past.

Organized labor supports and
applauds the edLicalion~l In~ocess. Our
support of education is evidenced by
the effort put [or~h by the CLRC in
training and education. Q
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Spotlight
-w on Diversity

by Rickie M. Banning, ACSW, LCSW, CEAP

As the workplace grows more diverse,

EA professionals have more opportu-

nities to influence workers in the area

of respect. In the words of Harvard

University sociologist Sara Lawrence-

Lightfoot, "If respect is not at the core
of communication, there can be no
relationship. Within work environ-

ments there will always be differences
in power, knowledge, skills, and sta-
tus, but respect is the great equalizer."

In her book, Respect: An Exploration,

she examines workplace interpersonal

issues that affect sensitivity to diversi-

ty, such as curiosity, reciprocity, and

paying attention to others.

A Web site devoted to education and
support for children estimates that 8
to 12 million kids in the United States
have at least one gay/lesbian/bisexuaU
transgendered (GLBT) parent. These
youth have associated issues with
understanding, love and support, and

social bias. EA professionals are in a
unique position to assist with adjust-

ment issues of GLBT families. A Web

site, www.familieslikemine.com, pro-

vides support information, networking

resources, books and articles, educa-

tional speakers, and related links on

"straight spouses" and parents and gay

groups.

~,~

Does your
EAP carry the
hallmark of
quality?

-...,

Accreditation by

(520) 325-1044
www.carf.org

nmigas@carf.org
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The Center for Strategic and
International Studies and Watson

Wyatt Worldwide have published a

new report on the international social,

political, and economic effects of

aging. The Global Aging Report exam-

ines current statistics and historical

trends in aging and finds that work-
ing-age populations will peak and
then decline. The report also docu-
ments that fertility rates are falling
below replacement rates, creating seri-
ous implications for early retirement
and underscoring the need for work-
places to stress savings and financial
planning options for workers. A free
copy of the report is available by visit-
ing www.watsonwyatt.com.

This issue's diversity resource. tip is a
book, Before Diversity, by William H.
Truesdale. Assembled in question-and-
answer format, the book addresses the
differences between diversity manage-
ment and equal employment and affir-
mative action. If you are involved in
diversity management or are planning
to implement a diversity program, this
book is a must. Now in its second edi-
tion, the book is available for $14.95
by visiting www.hrwebstore.com or by
calling 1-888-671-0404.

Rickie Banning served as diversity director on
EAPAs Board of Directors from 1998-2000 and
currently serves on both the EAPA and SHRM
(Society for Human Resource Management)
diversity committees. Comments and information
for this column maybe submitted to her at
www.advanceddevelopment.com or by fax at
(781 J 596-9823.
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Task Force to Review Board Structure

t its meeting on May 19-20,

the EAPA Board of Directors

took the following actions:

Board Restructuring The board
agreed to establish a special task force
(with EAPA President Linda Sturdivant
as chair) with the following charges:
(1) To propose a restructuring of the

EAPA Board of Director and its
decision-making procedures;

(2) To use a concensus-building model
in its deliberations; and

(3) To deliver the proposal to the
membership prior to the 2002
election process.

Committee Leadership The board
approved a motion requiring the EAPA
president to provide advance notice of
all committee chairperson appoint-
ments, replacements for resigning or
removed Board members, and special
delegates to the regional directors for
their approval or rejection.

Communications The board adopted
a policy requiring significant commu-
nications, reports, motions, etc.
between EAPA members, chapters, or
committees and the Board of Directors
to be routed through the appropriate
regional director for action, review,
and/or comment. -~

EAPA Web Site The board approved a
one-time technology investment for
the redesign of the EAPA Web site.

Outreach The board agreed that EAPA
shall support the research and devel-
opment of "World Guidelines for
Behavioral Health Services in the
Workplace" through participation in a
global coalition of professional associa-
tions and related groups.

FY 2002 Budget The board adopted
the FY 2002 budget as amended.

www.eap-association.org

Self Care The board agreed to add

language to the EAPA Code of Ethics
that reflects support for self-care and

colleague assistance efforts.

Colleague Assistance The board

endorsed the concept of colleague/
peer assistance and the associated
tasks of developing and implementing
a colleague assistance program for
EAPA members.

Professional Development The board
agreed to establish a joint task force
for the purpose of researching the
potential advantages and/or disadvan-
tages of bringing the existing EACC
professional development mechanism
into alignment with the more widely
accepted continuing education unit.

Public Policy The board agreed that
EAPA will not hold a Public Policy
Conference in 2002 and instead will
focus on three major issues:
• Confidentiality of EA records
• Placing EA definitions into law
• Parity for substance abuse/mental

health treatment

Training The board agreed that EAPA

should develop a plan to conduct low-
cost trainings on "Understanding EA
Policy Issues and Building and
Utilizing Grassroots Systems."

New Chapters The board approved
the Ireland Chapter and the Puerto
Rico Chapter as international EAPA
chapters. Q

NATIONAL
Substance Abuse Professionals

NETWORK
Setting the Standards

. Comprehensive Program .Coordinated Strategies

. Prompt Implementation .Thorough Follow-up

NATIONAL

•SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROFESSIONALS•,M

"The Choice" of TPA's, Labs, MRO'S, Managed Care and National EAP's

_..~ u +►

THE POSITIVE SOLUTION FOR DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
REGULATED ORGANIZATIONS AND INDUSTRIES

1-800-~79-6428
web page: www.NSAPN.com

The "Premier Provider" of National SAP Services
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More Companies Watching Employees
and Monitoring Their Communications

early four in five medium-

sized and large firms in the

United States actively monitor

their employees while at work by

reading their e-mail, recording and

reviewing their telephone messages, or

even videotaping their movements,
according to a survey by the American

Management Association (AMA).

The survey of more than 1,600
employers found that while the aver-

age percentage of workers with office

Internet and e-mail connections

changed little from last year, overall

surveillance activities rose from 74 to

78 percent. More than three in five

employers now monitor workers'

Internet connections, up from 54 per-

cent in 2000, and 47 percent store

and review their e-mail (38 percent

did so last year). One in three save

and read computer files, one in seven

videotape employees, and two in five

log telephone numbers called and

time spent on the phone.

The use of these and other sur-

veillance activities has skyrocketed in

recent years: Only 35 percent of

employers monitored their workers in

1997. As surveillance has become

more common, so, too, has the inci-

dence of disciplinary measures. More

than a quarter of surveyed employers
say they've terminated employees for

misuse of office e-mail or Internet

connections, and nearly two-thirds
admit to other forms of discipline.

AMA officials defend the practice

of employee monitoring, saying it is

based on "very real worries" about

workforce productivity and employer

liability. They also note that most sur-

veillance activities are conducted on a

spot-check basis and that nine in 10
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companies tell their employees they
are conducting monitoring activities.

To learn more about the survey
and its findings, visit the AMA Web
site at www.amanet.org.

Surgeon General Launches
Suicide Prevention Strategy

U.S. Surgeon General David Satcher
has launched a comprehensive initia-
tive to enlist public and private organ-
izations in the fight to prevent suicide,
which takes the lives of more than
30,000 Americans each year.

The National Strategy for Suicide
Prevention sets forth 11 goals and 68
measurable objectives for implementa-
tion during the first decade of the 21st
century. The goals include the follow-
ing:

Develop broad-based support
for suicide prevention by
increasing the number of profes-
sional, volunteer, and other
groups that integrate suicide pre-
vention strategies into their ongo-
ing activities;
Develop and implement suicide
prevention strategies by increas-
ing the number of evidence-based
suicide prevention programs in
schools, colleges and universities,
worksites, aging programs, and
community service programs;
Implement training for recogni-
tion of at-risk behavior and
delivery-o.f effective treatment
by improving educaCion for nurs-
es, physician assistants, physi-
cians, social workers, psycholo-
gists, and other counselors;
Develop and promote effective
clinical and professional prac-
tices by changing procedures

and/or policies in certain settings

designed to assess suicide risk,

including substance abuse treat-

ment centers, specialty mental

health treatment centers, and vari-

ous institutional treatment cen-

ters; and
Improve access to, and commu-

nity linkages with, mental
health and substance abuse
services by increasing the num-
ber of states that require health
insurance plans to cover mental
health and substance abuse care
on par with coverage for physical
health care.
A complete list of the goals and

objectives of the National Strategy for
Suicide Prevention is available on the
Internet at www.surgeongeneral.gov.

Addiction Treatment Fac9lities
Signing Managed Care Contracts

More than half of the 15,239 sub-
stance abuse treatment facilities sur-
veyed in 1999 by the U.S. Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration (SAMHSA) had con-
tracts with managed health care
providers, up from 32 percent in
1995, the agency announced recently.

The annual survey, which collects
data on the location, characteristics,
and use of alcohol and drug treatment
centers in the United States, also
found that outpatient rehabilitation
was the most widely offered (82 per-
cent) type of care, followed by resi-
dential rehabilitation (25 percent),
partial hospitalization (19 percent),
and outpatient detoxification (13 per-
cent). Two in three facilities reported
that treating substance abuse was their
primary activity, 17 percent said men-
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tal health was their primary focus, and
14 percent gave the two equal billing.

Programs designed to treat people
with co-occurring mental illness and
substance abuse were widespread (45
percent), as were facilities offering spe-
cial treatment for people in the crimi-
nal justice system (47 percent) and
those arrested for driving under the
influence of drugs or driving while
intoxicated (38 percent). One in three
treatment centers offered programs for
adolescents; one in five provided pro-
grams for people with HIV/AIDS.

Data from the survey are used to
update SAMHSAs substance abuse
treatment facility locator, a searchable
database of state-approved facilities
that is available on the Internet. People
who need the address and phone
number of a treatment facility can
visit the SAMHSA home page at
www.samhsa.gov and click on the
words "Looking for help."

Women's Smoking Deaths
Double Those of 1965

Women now account for nearly two in
five deaths related to cigarette smok-
ing, aproportion that has more than
doubled since 1965, according to a
report released by the Office of the
U.S. Surgeon General.

The report found that smoking
has increased to the point that lung
cancer is the leading cause of cancer
death for women, surpassing breast
cancer in 1987. Although the preva-
lence of smoking among women
dropped from the mid-1970s to about
1990, it increased markedly in the
early 1990s, wiping out much of the
progress that had been made.

The report also found that smok-
ing correlates strongly with education-
al level: Smoking prevalence is nearly
three times higher among women with
nine to 11 years of education than
women with 16 or more years of edu-
cation. In 2000, roughly three in 10
high school senior girls reported hav-
ing smoked within the past 30 days.

Numerous smoking cessation
methods have been shown to be effec-
tive, and studies have identified several
gender-related factors that can influ-
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ence smoking behavior. Pregnancy is
one such factor—women stop smoking
more often during pregnancy, both
spontaneously and with assistance,
than at any other time in their lives.
Most of them resume smoking after
pregnancy, however, with 67 percent
smoking again within 12 months after
delivery.

A copy of Women and Smoking: A
Report of the Surgeon General is avail-
able at www.cdc.gov/tobacco on the
Internet .Copies of the executive sum-
mary of the report are available by
calling 1-800-CDC-1311.

Prevalence of Smoking
Among U.S. Women

18 Years or Older

All women ..........:..22.0%

Years of Education
<8 ...................16.7%
9-11 .................32.90 0
12 ...................25.20 0
13-15 ................22.8%
16+ ..................11.2%

Race/Ethnic Group
Alaskan Native/
American Indian .........34.5%
White .................23.5%
Black .................21.9%
Hispanic . .. . .... . . .....13.8%
Asian/Pacific Islander .....11.2%

SOURCE: National Health Interview

Survey, 1997-1998

Average Employee Turnover
Nears 15 Percent

Average annual employee turnover
across all U.S. industries has climbed
to nearly 15 percent and is higher than
100 percent in fast food restaurants,
according to a study that looked at
worker stability and its impact on cor-
porate earnings and stock prices.

The study, by a subsidiary of
Nextera Enterprises (Lexington,
Mass.), looked at employee turnover
and replacement costs in four high-
turnover industries: specialty retail,

call center services, technology compa-
nies, and fast food establishments. It
focused on front-line employees (those
who deal directly with customers)
because of their potential impact on
revenue generation, productivity, and
growth potential. The study found that
annual turnover rates ranged from 25
percent in technology firms to 123
percent in fast food, costing these
industries more than $75 billion to
replace the 6.5 million employees who
leave their jobs.

To help employers calculate the
true costs of losing employees, Nextera
has developed a calculator that incor-
porates salary information, temp
agency fees, training costs, recruiting
costs, and several other factors and
determines the total annual cost of
turnover. The calculator is available on
the Internet at www.nextera.com.

Commuter Assistance Popular
With Workers, Not Employers

More than four in five Americans (83
percent) drive alone to work, but that
percentage drops to seven in 10
among employees who have access to
discount transit passes, ride sharing
programs, and other forms of com-
muter assistance.

A study by Xylo, Inc., a provider
of Web-based work life services, found
that fewer than 20 percent of U.S.
employers offer commuter assistance
benefits, although 86 percent of work-
ers favor them. Employees with access
to commuter benefits are nearly eight
times as likely to use public trans-
portation as workers who lack access;
they also are most likely to live in the
Northeast (30) and least likely to live
in the Midwest (8 percent).

Use of public transportation also
breaks sharply along demographic
lines. Workers under 35 are twice as
likely to carpool or use public transit
than those over 35, men are more like-
ly than women to ride-share, and
workers without children are more
likely to carpool than those with
children.

For more information about the
report, visit www.xylo.com on the
World Wide Web.
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B~.k~ ...a consulting firm focused on areas where

B~a~Y• 
employee personal concerns and employer

productivity concerns overlap...

Mark Your Calendar

Blair &Burke Training Institute October 1-5 in
Dallas, Texas

Attend the Blair and Burke Training Institute for the latest information from highly experienced
professionals. Choose from ten courses over five days. See why participants refer to Blair &Burke
training as "the best ever." Course examples are Fundamentals of EAP. How to do Business
Coaching, EAP Marketing and Sales Strategy, and many more. Visit our website for dates and all
course details. Don't miss this great opportunity to learn, have fiin, and spend time with other
professionals. PDHs available.

Highly Acclaimed Substance Abuse Summer &Fall 2001 -
Professionals Training Several locations
Get the latest information about the new DOT regulations throughout the US
for SAPS; be prepared to fulfill the new rules; meet the SAP
training requirements.

Blair &Burke is a consulting firm specializing in areas where employee personal
concerns and employer productivity concerns overlap. We offer workplace focused
consultation, nationally and internationally:

• For employers - program design, service integration, and evaluation
• For vendors - product development, growth planning, operations review

Visit wwwblairandburke.com For detailed information about our courses and to register online. Get on
our list for Future announcements. Send your name, email and mailing address, phone and fax to
training@blairandburke.com or phone 910-328-3348.

For information about Blair &Burke consulting services, call Brenda Blair at (979)693-7268, e-mail
bblairCAblairandburke.com or Tohn Burke at (910)328-0978, e-mail i6urkeC~blairandburke.com.

NIAAA Launches Study of
Alcoholism Treatments

The National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) has
launched a nationwide study to deter-
mine optimal combinations of behav-
ioral and pharmacologic treatments for
alcohol dependence, which cost the
United States alone more than 100,000

lives and approximately $185 billion
annually.

The project, Combining
Medications and Behavioral

Interventions (COMBINE), will pro-

vide nearly 1,400 individuals who

meet current diagnostic criteria for

alcohol dependence with one or both

of two behavioral treatments (moderate
intensity and lower intensity) and one
or both or two medications (naltrexone
and acamprosate) or a placebo. The
test subjects will attend outpatient ses-
sions for four months, then return for
three follow-up visits over the subse-
quent 12 months.

Naltrexone was approved by the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) in 1994, and research has
shown that patients who use it are less
likely to relapse to heavy drinking.
Acamprosate, which has been used in
Europe for nearly 15 years and is being
reviewed by the FDA, helps prevent
people from drinking. COMBINE will
evaluate whether treatment effective-
ness is improved by pairing a medica-
tion that reduces the risk of drinking
with one that helps prevent heavy
drinking.

The moderate intensity behavioral
treatment being used in COMBINE
integrates motivational enhancement
therapy, cognitive-behavioral skills
training, and mutual help groups. The
lower intensity treatment is designed
to support sobriety, enhance medica-
tion compliance, and be incorporated
into the daily routine of health care
practitioners in primary and managed
care settings.

More information about COM-
BINE is available by visiting the
NIAAA Web site at wwwniaaa.nih.org
or calling (301) 443-9970. D
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International
News

Challenges for Employee Assistance
Programs in Argentina

ome years ago, a group of
mental health professionals in
Argentina began to conduct

research on employee assistance pro-
grams and their development in other
countries, especially the United States.
At that time, EAPs were completely
unknown in Argentina; not until 1998
did the country get its first program.

The task of introducing EAPs to
Argentina's private sector has been
marked by several challenges. One of
the biggest challenges was adapting a
"foreign" product to our own culture
and idiosyncrasies; another was to
make the Argentine business commu-
nity conscious of the fact that helping
employees solve their personal con-
flicts is an excellent means of increas-
ing overall productivity.

These challenges have to some
extent been met, and nowadays some
firms in Argentina are starting to
become curious about employee assis-
tance programs and services. But even
when an employer decides to provide
its employees with this benefit, the
EAP is considered an expenditure
rather than an investment. Argentine
business leaders have yet to be per-
suaded of the usefulness of EAPs.

Gaining a Foothold

The experience of our company, EAP
de Argentina, is useful in illustrating
some of the obstacles facing EA pro-
fessionals. EAP de Argentina initiated
a basic program that was aimed at
solving emotional, legal, and financial
problems. We offer atoll-free line, 24-

Silvina Sterin Pensil is communications manager
and Eduardo Lambardi is program manager for
EAP de Argentina in Buenos Aires, Argentina,
They can be reached at eapQpinos.com.

by Silvina Sterin Pensel and Eduardo Lambardi

hour emergency service, training to
managers and supervisors on how to
utilize the service, and face-to-face
interviews with employee assistance
professionals specializing in conflict
resolution.

We initially offered service models
consisting of one, three, and eight
interviews, but currently we are not
offering the one-interview model and
in very few cases do we offer the
three-interview model. The reason for
this shift in tactics is simple: Argen-
tina has a very strong psychoanalytical
tradition, and people tend to consider
therapy only as a lengthy process and
not ashort-term treatment.

In the beginning, EAP de Argen-
tina was chosen as a provider by other
international EAPs like Personal
Performance Consultants International
(PPCI) and Science Application
International Corporation (SAIC).
Their clients typically are companies
with headquarters in the United States
and branches in Argentina. We then
developed a specific program to assist
expatriates and created a critical inci-
dent stress debriefing unit, a very
popular service in other countries but
hardly known in Argentina.

The utilization rate of the EAP
has oscillated from 3 percent to 6 per-
cent per year. The most common rea-
sons for which people seek assistance
are mood disorders (depression),
stress and anxiety, and marital prob-
lems. Consultations for drug and alco-
hol abuse are limited in Argentina,
possibly due to the fact that
Argentineans tend to keep these prob-/
lems apart from the job setting.

Being hired by international EAPs
to provide EA services in Argentina
has paved the way for EAP de

Argentina to gradually overcome the
resistance of Argenhine business lead-
ers. It also has helped that we decided
to add to the traditional EAP format a
wellness program. Argentine business
leaders have proved to be more keen
to hire a wellness program than a per-
sonal conflict resolution service.

The wellness program features a
cardiovascular disease prevention ini-
tiative that includes an initial compre-
hensive survey. This survey evaluates
the presence and level of five risk fac-
tors: stress, tobacco, obesity, hyperten-
sion, and sedentarism.

The results from the survey are
demonstrating to employers that 3S to
40 percent of their labor force smoke
tobacco, 30 percent are overweight (8
percent are obese), 12 percent suffer
from hypertension, 56 percent lead a
sedentary life, and 30 percent show a
very high stress level. In firms where
we are asked to conduct seminars on
stress management and quality of life,
people start to realize that the obsta-
cles to improving the quality of their
lives are the kinds of problems usually
tackled by EAPs—anxiety, depression,
marital problems, family problems, or
problems in the legal and financial
arenas. For this reason, we believe
wellness programs can help EAPs gain
a foothold in the minds of local busi-
ness leaders.

Lately the word "EAP" has begun
to be mentioned in the mass media.
This is a sign that, as time passes, the
Argentine business community will
sooner or later understand that caring
for employees and helping them solve
their problems is a necessary step to
preparing to face global competition.
At least, this is our wish. D
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Public
Policy
DHHS Implements
New Patient Privacy Rules
by Sheila Macdonald

fter a lengthy delay that
included 30 days for a second
ound of public comments,

the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) on April 14
began implementing patient privacy
rules that govern how personal health
information may be used.

The new rules, issued by the
Clinton administration last December,
require health care providers who see
patients to obtain their consent before
sharing information for payment,
treatment, and health care operations;
allow patients to see and receive
copies of their records and request
amendments; require health care
providers and health plans to give
patients a clear, written explanation of
how they will use and disclose their
health information;'and allow patients
to file formal complaints with
providers, health plans, or DHHS
about rules violations. They also hold
psychotherapy notes (used only by a
psychotherapist) to a higher standard
of protection because they are not part
of the medical record and are not
intended to be shared.

The rules trace their origin to the
Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA),
which was designed to streamline
administrative and financial transac-
tions in health care by setting up uni-
form requirements for electronic
transfer of information. HIPAA also
required that new safeguards be estab-
lished to protect the security and con-
fidentiality of that information.

EAPA filed extensive comments
on the proposed patient privacy rules

Sheila Macdonald is director of Ieglslation and
public policy at EAPA.

in February 2000. EAPAs position is
that while EAPs do not provide med-
ical health services and therefore do
not create medical health information,
they do receive confidential informa-
tion, including health information
protected under these regulations.
EAPs also provide workplace return-
to-duty and follow-up services and in
these roles receive medical health
records from other service providers.

Because of the types of informa-
tion that EAP records may contain,
EAPA has urged that EAP records
shared with other providers or insur-
ers and transferred through the elec-
tronic data system be afforded privacy
protections under HIPAA. To date,
EAP records have not been specifically
covered, but it seems clear that actual
medical health records held by an
EAP would be protected. The applica-
tion of the rules to related information
held by EAPs remains unclear.

New Protections

Although the full applicability of the
HIPAA privacy rules is not clearly
understood, they definitely add new
protections against inappropriate
release of information. If an EAP is
asked to forward records to HIPAA-
covered entities, EA professionals first
would have to request permission for
release from their employee clients.
(Under the EAPA Standards and
Professional Guidelines for Employee
Assistance Programs and the Employee
Assistance Certification Commission's
Code of Ethics, this has always been
the practice.) With the HIPAA privacy
rules now in effect, EA professionals
and their employee clients can now be
more certain that those who receive

released EAP records will have to
&protect the further release.

HIPAA also establishes require-
ments for covered entities for record-
ing, entering, and transferring data. If
an EAP needs to transfer data to
HIPAA-covered entities, those entities
must prescribe the ways the informa-
tion will be transferred, including uni-
form codes and electronic formats.
Most EAPs will not be expected to
purchase and-set up complex comput-
er and software systems, since HIPAA
does not directly cover EAPs. How-
ever, EAPs that provide medical health
services or insured products probably
are covered by HIPAA and thus by its
electronic transfer rules. Final rules
implementing electronic data inter-
change standards for the health care
industry took effect in October 2000,
and entities covered by them must
comply by October 2002.

As DHHS develops guidelines for
the privacy aspects of the final rules,
EAPA will work to clarify that the
same rules that protect medical health
records apply to all EAP records if
they are entered into the data transfer
and storage system. EAPA will update
members on how organizations not
directly covered by HIPAA will trans-
fer needed health-related information
to covered entities.

In discussing the privacy rules
with experts, EAPA has found indica-
tions that both the privacy rules and
electronic data interchange standards
can be expected to apply to EAPs that
provide services beyond the EAP Core
Technology and related core services,
such as clinical diagnosis, clinical
counseling, and insurance-covered
services. Q
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mployers and the business

community are focusing more
and more attention today on

the concept of "human capital." In
this column I will define human capi-
tal, discuss why it is relevant to EAPs,
and describe some new research find-
ings on how business managers and
employees report that EAPs are help-
ing in this area.

The Human Capital Approach

Business success today requires more
than just the effective management of
physical. capital (such as computers,
machines, inventory, and property). It
also demands the effective manage-
ment of human capital—the employ-
ees and people who are involved with

the business.
In October 2000, I joined with a

couple of colleagues to deliver a pres-
eritation at the Benefits Management
Forum and Expo on how businesses
and health care providers are starting
to work together to manage human
capital for organizational success. We

noted how low unemployment, pres-

sures to increase productivity, and ris-

ing health care costs have combined

to interest many employers in attract-

ing and retaining talented employees.
A cover story in Workforce maga-

zine (February 2001) echoes this the-
sis, arguing that "a company's success
is embedded in its people and what's
in their heads." A national suz'vey by
the Society of Certified Employee
Benefits Specialists quotes Sally

Mark Attridge is chair of the EAPA Research
Committee and a principal in the Research and
Analysis Group at Optum, an employee assis-
tance, wellness, and health information company
in Golden Valley, Minn. He can be reached by e-
mail at mattridgQuhc.com.
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Research
Matters

The Role of EAPs in
[anaging Human Capital

Welborn, vice president of corporate

benefits at Wells Fargo Bank, as say-

ing, "We need to focus in 2001 not

only on attracting and retaining talent-

ed individuals, but also in making

them as productive as possible while

employed." In his 1999 book Human

Capital, Towers Perrin consultant

Thomas Davenport provides a com-

pelling case for how companies can

benefit financially from taking an

active interest in the welfare and suc-

cess of their employees. The consult-
ing firm of Deloitte ~ Touche even
has a Human Capital Advisory
Services Practice that it offers to
employers.

Business consultants and execu-
tives are not the only ones advocating
the human capital approach. For the
past few years, the American
Psychology Society (www.psychologi-
calscience.org) has produced a series
of white papers for its Human Capital
Initiative. This academic-based organi-
zation has pulled together research
theory and findings on how psycho-
logical processes and services can help
individuals cope with a variety of
basic issues, including aging, literacy,
productivity, substance abuse, health,
and violence. A similar effort by the
nonprofit Institute for Health ~
Productivity Management
(www.ihpm.org) has been gaining
momentum during the past few years.
IHPM, an organization of employers,
health providers, researchers, and
pharmaceutical companies, is dedicat-
ed to establishing the value of
employee health as a business asset
and an investment in corporate suc-
cess. Additionally, some of the first
major research studies empirically

by Mark Attridge, Ph.D., M.A.

linking employee health and work-
place performance have just been
published in the January 2001 issue
of the Journal of Occupational and
Environmental Medicine
(www joem.org).

EAPs and Human Capital

The business focus on human capital
is an opportunity for EAPs to mesh
with the larger goals of the organiza-
tion. It is critical for EA professionals
to work with business leaders to show
how our services can contribute to
both the human resource needs of
employers and the personal needs of
employees.

Toward this objective, in the
November/December 1997 issue of
the EAPA Exchange, Eugene Messinger
described an innovative effort by the
New York City Chapter of EAPA to
survey and meet with human
resources executives of local compa-
nies to identify their most important
needs for the future. This initiative
suggests that EAPs can help maximize
the talents of the 21st-century work-
force in a number of ways, such as
enhancing skills and training, foster-
ing employee trust and diversity, bal-
ancing work and family, furthering
career development, retraining
employees for other jobs, and em-
powering employees.

Behavioral Healthcare Tomorrow
magazine recently issued a special
report (April 2001) on employee ben-
efits that focuses partly on how com-
panies are demanding more from their
EAP and work life vendors to help
manage human capital. As the focus of
EAPs has broadened, we have become
cast less as clinical interventions and
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more as holistic approaches that are as
likely to address personal finances as
mental health issues. Along with this

expanded role has come a new set of
goals for employee assiseance and
work life initiatives.

For example, while many compa-
nies have long tried co identify strate-
gies for reducing worker absenteeism,
today's EAP programs are also e~pect-
ed to help combat employee "presen-
teeism," which refers to people whose
bodies are at work but whose minds
are not focused on their jobs. Some of
the causes of presenteeism are drinlc-

ing, depression, and family conflict,
issues with which EAPs have proven
successful in helping employees.

Thus, employee assistance profes-
sionals can play a major role in help-
ing employers address preseneeeism

and other challenges of managing
human capital. Many research projects
have demonstrated thaC EAPs provide
services that help preserve and
improve the human capital of organi-
zations. Following are two key studies
that assess the views of employee ben-
efi[s managers:
• An Optum study of benefits man-

agers at almost 500 U.S. compa-
nies revealed a trend among

employers toward offering more
comprehensive health services that

address the physical, psychologi-

cal, and social needs of employ-
ees. Of particular interest was that

[he vast majority of benefits man-

agers believe that substance abuse

counseling treatment (88 percent)

and LAP/mental health services
(84 percent) help to "improve

employee performance."
Another survey of benefits man-

agers, by the International

Foundation of Employee Benefit

Plans, focused on the impact of

EAPs on preventing job eurnover.

The survey found that among the
185 benefits administrators whose

fund participants had access to an
EAP, the majority (57 percent)

indicated they believe the EAP

helps reduce employee turnover

and job loss. Only 13 percent

indicated their EAPs did not
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reduce turnover and job loss,

while 31 percent said they did not

know.

These studies assessed the views
of employee benefits managers. But

what about the opinions of managers

from all parts of the business? Kirk

Harlow, a past chairman of EAPAs

Research Committee, conchicted a sur-

vey of almost 3,000 supervisors and

mangers in a large company with an "
internal EAP. The results, published in

the November/December 1997 EAPA

Exchange, revealed that the majority of

supervisors felt the EAP helped create
a more effective workforce (66 per-

cent), improve employee productivity
(72 percent), improve employee
morale (56 percent), resolve organiza-
tional problems (50 percent), and

reduce claims costs (71 percent). Thus,

most of these supervisors believed the

EAP helped their company deal with
issues of managing human capital,

A final point is that employees
who use EAP services consistently

report positive outcomes in areas rele-

vant to the human capital approach.
For example, surveys in 1999 and

2000 of more than 1,000 employee
clients who used external EAP and

work life services provided by Optum

(with the vast majority using telephon-

ic services) show that 75 percent

reported decreased stress, 73 percent

reported improved overall health and
well-being, 67 percent reported
improved performance of routine daily

activities, 72 percent reported

improved productivity, and 60 percent

reported avoided absenteeism.

Moreover, users who reported a benefit
in one area generally reported positive

results in other areas as well.
By providing EAP services to

employees, organizations are investing

noe only in the health of their workers
but also in the success of their enter-
prise. This focus on managing human
capital pays big dividends in helping
troubled employees resolve their issues
and return to working more produc-

tively. 0
(Special thanks to Stephanie Klietz

for her help i~n p~repa~~ing this article.)

www. eap-association.org



Ideal for health programs, hospitals, outpatient clinics, screening and

referral centers, employee assistance programs and substance abuse centers.

From the publisher of

EAP Digest
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'~ Lifestyle
wellness works

Put Health Sentry to work for you,
your clients and the bottom line.

Each four-page issue is
packed with information on

►violence prevention
► relationship skills
► alcohol, tobacco and

other drug problems

► behavioral health and well-being
► stress management
► problems of daily living

Health Sentry
► creates program awareness
► prevents problems
► generates referrals
► reduces health care costs

Each issue can be
personalized with

► your company or program
name/logo on the front

► your contact name and
phone number on the back

Subscribe today and receive FREE advertising in the
EAP Digest and discounts on EAP posters and pamphlets!

*With a subscription of 5,000 copies or more

Performance Resource Press 1270 Rankin Drive, Suite F •Troy, Michigan 48083-4843



EAP Today: Orientation
Item #2430E Union
Item #2848E Non-Union

THREE-VIDEO LIBRARY
EAP Today is a training, orientation
and prevention package all in one.

Three-video library $359
All three videos with video album (pictured)

Item #2479E Union •Item #2580E Non-Union

Any two videos $269 •Any one video $149

Orientation gives viewers the basics of
employee assistance —who it's for, how it works
and its purpose. Actual client success stories
inspire viewers to use the EAP. 12 minutes.

EAP Today:
Supervisor Training
Item #2431 E

Supervisor Training helps educate
supervisors on ways to overcome their
five biggest objections to referring an
employee to the EAP. 13 minutes.

EAP Today: Self Referra
Item #2478E ~~
Self Referral features real~lif
intervention techniques and dem
onstrates the effectiveness of earl
self referrals to the EAP. 15 minutes.
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Employee Assistance
Professionals Association
2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201

Dr. Jodi Jacobson Frey

University of Maryland

410-706-3607
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